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Focusing-oriented therapy study group  

         Glenn Fleisch (June, 2017) 

Alchemical Transformations in Wholebody Focusing:  

                 Letting the body come alive & show us the way  

People say that what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that’s what we’re really seeking. 
I think that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive, [to] have resonances with our own 
innermost being… so that we actually feel the rapture of being alive.  Joseph Campbell 

There is in us an instinct for newness, for renewal, for a liberation of creative power.  We seek to awaken 
in ourselves a force which really changes our lives from within. And yet the same instinct tells us that this 
change is a recovery of that which is deepest, most original, most personal in ourselves.  To be born 
again is not to become somebody else, but to become ourselves. Thomas Merton 
 
The real aim of alchemy was to produce a corpus subtile, a transfigured and resurrected body; a body 
that was at the same time spirit. Carl Jung 
 
The process we want, the process we are working to engender and carry forward, is a process toward 
more life. Eugene Gendlin 

 

Poetic Introduction:  Transforming the body of spirit: flowing, unfolding, rebirthing 

Plotinus 

Let the Soul banish all that disturbs; 
Let the Body that envelopes it be still, 
And all the frettings of the Body, 
And all that surrounds it. 
Let Earth and Sea and Air be still 
And Heaven itself. 
And then let the Body think 
Of the Spirit as streaming, pouring, 
Rushing and shining into it from 
All sides while it stands quiet. 
  

The Unseen Power- Rumi 

We are the flute, our music is all Thine; 
We are the mountains echoing only Thee; 
And movest to defeat or victory; 
Lions emblazoned high on flags unfurled- 
They wind invisible sweeps us through the world. 
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The body is like Mary- Rumi 

 The body is like Mary and each of us has a Jesus inside. 
Who is not in labour, holy labour? Every creature is. 
See the value of true art when the earth or a soul is in the mood to create beauty, 
for the witness might then for a moment know beyond 
any doubt, God is really there within, 
so innocently drawing life from us with Her umbilical universe, 
though also needing to be born, yes God also needs to be born, birth from a hand’s loving touch, birth 
from a song breathing life into this world. 
The body is like Mary, and each of us, each of us, has a Christ within. 
  
Hiding in this cage- Kabir 
hiding in this cage 

of visible matter 

is the invisible lifebird 

pay attention to her 

she is singing your song 

Lord of my life- Tagore 

Renew the old in me in fresh forms of delight; 
and let the wedding come once again in 
a new ceremony of life. 

Innermost one- Tagore 

He it is, the innermost one, 
who awakens my being with his deep hidden touches. 

… He it is who weaves the web of this maya 
in evanescent hues of gold and silver, blue and green, 
and lets peep out through the folds his feet, 
at whose touch I forget myself. 

Days come and ages pass, 
and it is ever he who moves my heart in many a name, 
in many a guise, in many a rapture of joy and of sorrow. 
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BLESSED LONGING- Goethe 

Tell no one else, only the wise 

For the crowd will sneer at one 

I wish to praise what is fully alive 

What longs to flame toward death. 

 

A tear and a smile- K. Gibran 

…And so does the spirit become separated from  
The greater spirit to move in the world of matter  
And pass as a cloud over the mountain of sorrow  
And the plains of joy to meet the breeze of death  
And return whence it came. 
 
To the ocean of Love and Beauty----to God.  

 
A visit from wisdom- K. Gibran 

The many books and the strange patterns and 
Beautiful thoughts are the shades of those spirits 
That came where you were come. The words that you 
Do weave are a bond between you and your brothers.  
The conclusions, grievous and joyous, are the 
Seeds that the past did scatter in the field of the 
Spirit to be reaped by the future. That youth who 
Plays with your desires is he who will open the door 
Of your heart to let enter the light. This earth with 
The ever open mouth is the savior of your spirit from 
The body's slavery 

I am too much alone in this world yet not alone… Rilke         
I want to mirror your image to its fullest perfection,                                                                                        never 
be blind or too old                                             to uphold 
your weighty wavering reflection.                                                                                                              I want to 
unfold. 

Pushing through- Rilke 

You be the master: make yourself fierce, break in: then your great transforming                         
will happen to me, and my great grief cry will happen to you. 
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As once the winged energy of delight- Rilke 

the pattern grows more intricate and subtle, 
and being swept along is not enough. 
 
Take your practiced powers and stretch them out 
until they span the chasm between two 
contradictions...For the god 
wants to know himself in you.  

Wild Geese- M. Oliver 

You do not have to be good. 
You do not have to walk on your knees 
for a hundred miles through the desert, repenting. 
You only have to let the soft animal of your body love what it loves. 

 

For a new beginning- John O’Donohue 

Though your destination is not yet clear                                                                                                               
You can trust the promise of this opening;                                                                                                       
Unfurl yourself into the grace of beginning                                                                                                         
That is at one with your life’s desire. 

Awaken your spirit to adventure;               
Hold nothing back, learn to find ease in risk                                                                                                       
Soon you will be home in a new rhythm,                                                                                                                
For your soul senses the world that awaits you. 

 

I would love to live life like a river flows, carried by the surprise of its own unfolding. 

John O’Donohue 

  

The Journey- D. Whyte 

..You are not leaving. 

Even as the light fades quickly now, 

you are arriving. 
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The Doorway to the Mystery  (R. Moon….Aikido teacher) 
 
Feeling the moment 
go to a place in yourself  
don’t know 
don’t know the outcome  
something happens  
a sense of energy  
really it’s just a feeling  
give feeling more attention  
receive more energy  
in the uncoiling and enfolding energy is the guidance of the universal intelligence  
Suddenly the funniest stuff  
starts to happen in your life. 

Lost- D. Wagoner (from Native American poem) 

Stand still.  
The trees ahead and the bushes beside you Are not lost.  
Wherever you are is called Here,  
And you must treat it as a powerful  sstranger,  
Must ask permission to know it and be known.  
The forest breathes. Listen. It answers,  
I have made this place around you,  
If you leave it you may come back again, saying Here. 
No two trees are the same to Raven.  
No two branches are the same to Wren.  
If what a tree or a bush does is lost on you,  
You are surely lost. Stand still.  
The forest knows Where you are.  
You must let it find you. 
 
G. Norris 

The soul leaps and burns for its own joy. 
Our work is not to be efficient 
or functional, but to be alive, 
and immersed in the unfolding 
beauty of all that is. 
 
Great Spirit- Hanoochi (Native American prayer)  
 
Great Spirit gave me special wings, calling me to soar 
My transformed body now complete,… 
I fly on the wings of love.  
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Introduction:  Wholebody Focusing Therapy as a process of Alchemical Transformation 

Beneath, within, and beyond our conditioned and unconscious patterns lies an inner wellspring of 

wisdom and vitality that knows how to unwind our stress and traumas, as well as how to restore the 

connection with our natural body and natal spirit.  The very symptoms of stress and trauma—and the 

embodied patterns that keep us from living the fullness of our being—contain the precise information 

and life energy to move toward their own healing. We refer to this vital force as our living body or our 

spirit- body. The living body includes our physical body, but it is more than physical.  It also includes a 

deep wisdom, a knowingness that we call body intelligence.  

This notion that the living body has a spirit (psyche/energy) of its own is the foundation of 

Wholebody Focusing (WBF).  When we allow the body to become more fully alive, this natural Source of 

energy and wisdom effortlessly awakens, showing us the way forward, leading us toward reconnecting 

with lost places within and retrieving the treasures held there. 

I call this WBF process Alchemical Transformation. We can also refer to it as Wholebody 

transformative alchemy- in the sense that the living body contains (or becomes) the “philosopher’s 

stone,” i.e. has a spirit, a life force, an energy of its own capable of transforming our whole sense of being 

in the world. Alchemy was the ancient practice, considered both scientific and philosophical for 

transmuting base metals into gold.  On the symbolic level, alchemy or alchemical processes refer to any 

power or process of changing one thing into another – i.e. transmuting a common substance into a 

substance of great value and light. What has struck me about the alchemy of WBF is its sense that some 

process happens both within the body as well as between bodies, and within a larger connection with 

nature and life – that does feel or seem magical, and often mysterious. This seemingly unexplainable, 

magical or sudden change or shift is actually a product of a much deeper unfolding that has been 

occurring underground within the body and the body’s   life force. We can call this process being led 

(turning lead) into gold, in the sense that by inviting the body to come alive, the intelligence of its life 

force and spirit will show us the way toward healing wounds, transforming life patterns, and recovering 

its natal spirit. 

Thus, what in alchemy is called the opus, or the philosopher stone, we sense as the body’s vital 

energy, life-force and vitality. As we will be exploring in this group, the core dynamic of Alchemical 

Transformation in WBF, i.e. the process of both grounding awareness in our whole body inviting, and 

waiting for the body’s life force, it’s vital energy and spirit to waken, come alive and flow. It the coming of 

this vital energy, what has been called the body’s inner directed energy and wisdom, something that 
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moves the body and awareness of its own, from within its own natural impulses, that is the heart of the 

WBF process in FOT.  

We have forgotten our connection with Nature in a way that was natural during childhood. 

Instead, we live mostly in our ‘Conditioned Body/Mind’, the body that has been socialized, and has 

adapted to its early environment in order to ensure survival and maintain living. This body carries our 

conditioned patterns, our embodied ways of being and thinking that operate automatically, 

unconsciously. A core aspect of WBF is to bring gentle, accepting, caring awareness to observe how these 

places function at a bodily, feeling level. This is one meaning of the how the body shows the way, i.e. it 

informs us of the way our patterns have been operating, how we our embodying our being in the world. 

We also have a ‘natural body’, a living body that is innate and unconditioned, filled with vitality 

and wisdom. The WBF process allows us to access our natural body, reconnecting with this deepest 

source of spirit and intelligence, the innate life-force and vitality that animates all living beings. Through 

this process, we begin to sense our inherent tendency toward restoring our wholeness as an inner 

direction that awakens to our awareness in WBF. We pay attention to unconscious gestures and other 

inner-directed movements, like our body’s impulse toward a certain posture or motion, as well as to 

images, sensations and other embodied experiences that feel like they have a life and a purpose of their 

own. We come to recognize that whatever arises in the session is part of our body’s natural direction 

toward healing, transformation and wholeness. And as we let all parts of our bodily selves become more 

fully accepted just as they are, they show us the way toward the right next steps of our organism. This is 

the second meaning of how the body shows us the way, i.e. it becomes a guide, pointing out and 

disclosing the felt sense of something new or more emerging. The body is also a pioneer, bringing to life 

new possibilities, restoring connection with the Natural Body, and developing creative, innovative, and 

more integrated embodied ways of being.  

One way to describe WBF is that it is a way of directly contacting and maintaining conscious 

awareness of the flow of living energy as it moves through our body, mind and spirit. When we practice it, 

we become aware of connecting ourselves to a Wholebody awareness of an underlying Ground of Being, 

a source that is alive with many possibilities and potential ways of being.  

Connecting with this underlying Ground of Being in a whole body way, we awaken a felt 

connection with the intelligence and spirit of our own body and the body of all living beings. By inviting 
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and allowing our body to become alive to itself, to others and the natural world, we have access to much 

more information and life energy than is in our conscious mind.  

The energy, instincts and spirit of the living body is part of a larger Intelligence. This living 

Intelligence carries an ancestral and unconditioned wisdom, a life force striving toward greater wholeness 

and integration and more creative, complex forms. When we allow the body to come alive, it taps into 

this underlying wellspring of knowledge that always is working on our behalf, and on behalf of others. 

When we stay closely connected to this body, we discover that everything we experience in our 

body—whether we call it sensations or feelings or symptoms—calls us back to ourselves.  It’s as if 

embedded in every symptom, problem, pattern—even in our physical maladies—lies an energy that’s 

crying out to return to our wholeness. This is another core aspect of the alchemical process of WBF- 

sensing and releasing parts of our life-energy, or the body’s spirit that have been retained, or carried in 

our body-patterns and symptoms. Bringing these pattern and symptoms to life, letting them come more 

alive begins the alchemical transformation of turning them from “lead” as inert, deadened forms, (or the 

converse, as a highly charged, reactive places) into gold.  

 

WBF starts with bringing awareness to our whole body (Grounded Presence), then noticing 

whatever arises into awareness through the body. Perhaps we invite the body to show us how it carries a 

recurrent pattern or form- letting that place or pattern show even more of itself. Then, as that emerges 

more fully from the body, we hold awareness of the pattern, stay with its whole felt sense and embodied 

way of being. Then we wait, stay with the whole body and the emerging place, be still, and invite more 

life, energy, and spirit to open. This energy or life force then wakens, comes alive, and moves (through) 

our body, eventually integrating or transmuting the two or more aspects (old pattern and new 

awakening) into a new, transformed body. This inwardly arising life-energy and impulse is the elixir, the 

great force or power capable of bring deep and profound change. As in the alchemical sense of seeking 

the philosopher’s stone, in WBF, we allow the body to seek, find and more fully enter into its life-force, 

both personal and universal, both within our body, between us, as well as around us. This is the 

underlying core principle of Alchemical Transformation in WBF- bringing two or more seemingly opposed 

forces or patterns into awareness, holding them with our whole body within the shared relational field, 

and then waiting for more life, energy and spirit to release, change, transform and integrate into a new 

felt sense of being in the body. We emerge with a new bodily sense of Self, more alive, more whole, more 

authentic, restoring and recovering access to our body’s natal spirit, and life-force. 
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The other crucial aspect of Alchemical Transformation in WBF, especially in FOT, is the centrality 

of the shared relational field. The bodily felt contact with our wholebody self (Grounded Presence) as well 

as with client (Focuser) is the most important elixir that activates and empowers the WB transformation. 

It is through the shared field, the space between us, the energy, feelings, attunement, receptivity, 

sensitivity and resonance, is what allows the body to find and show us the way. As a WBF therapist, we 

become aware of both the body-as-felt-inside, as well as the body-as-observed-outside- and both aspects 

bring into consciousness what is happening within the body space- as well as what is transpiring in the in-

between space. 

 

Thus, the alchemical process is truly harnessed and brought to life when you and I can be more 

fully embodied in the present not only with our own individual life-force, but also the life-energy that 

emerges in the field. As WBF therapists, we are holding the space, using our whole body as a receptive 

organ, and resonating instrument for the coming of life and spirit. We can feel the energy and vibrations 

through the body, as these arise in the field. As we will be exploring and practicing, therapists need to 

enter into the flow of life- to be connected with their own body’s energy and spirit. This connection 

enables us to find our own way of being present in a wholebody session, i.e. to be authentically 

responsive as an engaged and caring being. It also invites our responses to naturally and spontaneously 

arise from this embodied connection to the larger Source- as well as to the client’s wholebody process. 

The transmission and exchange of energies and feelings that emerge from our engaged embodied 

presences is the true alchemy of the WBF transformation process.  

 
Through the process of Wholebody Focusing (WBF), we begin to sense, acknowledge and 

welcome that energy in a way that liberates it to come more fully alive in us.  And the more it comes 

alive, the more we tend to experience a sense of our body as a vehicle that expresses, or embodies, the 

wholeness, freedom, aliveness that we had as small children. We find ourselves regaining the joy, the 

energy and the instinctual wisdom we were born with. Our whole body, or living body, is that which has 

existed from the beginning, the deepest source of spirit and intelligence, part of the vitality that animates 

all living beings.  It is a radiant core of aliveness and intelligence connecting us with the whole field of 

Being.  
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The emphasis in WBF is very directly on our body. We take our cues from whatever arises from 

the body itself. Whether it comes as gesture, spontaneous movement, sensation or inclination, we follow 

its silent clues and signals. Learning to sense that communication more fully is often like learning a foreign 

language. There’s a real shifting of gears as we transition from mind as leader to mind as receptor, 

following the body’s lead, i.e. letting the body show us the way (back to ourselves & beyond ourselves). It 

is the living body, the body’s vital life force, that guides us, shows us the way. The body also shows us the 

way it has been- i.e. our conditioned and habituated patterns of embodying our being in the world. 

Alchemical Transformation is a product of the body’s unfoldment toward: 1) Retrieving the life-energy 

and spirit held within the Conditioned Body (patterns); 2) Returning to and recovering our Natural Body; 

and 3) Reconnecting and reintegrating these energies, transcending to the Spirit-Body of wholeness. 

 

The three pillars of WBF Alchemical Transformation: 

1. Not-Knowing: We start each session with a sense of “not-knowing” in advance what will come, 

how to respond, or what may unfold. In addition, throughout the session, we hold the sense of 

Not-Knowing, so that the body’s deeper Knowing, its innate intelligence and spirit will show us 

the way. We let the body take the lead, guided by what emerges in the session, by the sense of 

what might facilitate the continual flowing of life-energy, the vital life-force- as well as what may 

be blocking or interfering with its flow. Our need to control, to know what is happening, and why, 

to project ahead about what will happen, are all strong habituated survival patterns. These are 

welcomed and allowed to be present, while returning to the sense of not-knowing what our 

body-intelligence and spirit will bring to awareness. This deeper Knowing is the elixir of WBF. 

 

2. Non-Doing:  As we enter into the wholebody space, and attune to the shared field, we begin to 

feel the energy, sensations, movements that naturally and spontaneously emerge. If either myself 

or my client is “efforting,” “trying,” or “doing” in a conscious or controlled manner, then we can 

gently bring this to attention. The growing trust in the body process, letting come, and unfold 

whatever emerges in its own way and time is a potent part of the alchemical transformation. 

Only when we can curtail our usual patterns of controlling and doing can the body come more 

alive, sensing and welcoming the new life, spirit and energy to inwardly arise of its own. We want 

the body’s inner life and spirit to move itself, to do what it needs to transmute into a new way. 
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3. Non-pressuring: The WBF process should feel very organic and natural, not forced, welcoming 

whatever arises as part of the WB alchemy.  I often emphasize that in each moment or session, 

nothing needs to happen, and everything that does happen toward healing and transformation 

will naturally unfold in its own way and time. Again, as above, if we sense a pressure, a feel of 

pushing or pressing, that itself can then be allowed a space to be explored in the WBF session. 

There if often an important part of our life-force that has been carried in these places. Letting our 

mind rest, stay open and stay with what arises (often in non-linear and surprising ways) is a key to 

the deeper unfolding and transforming. Being inwardly still, waiting without expectation, and 

letting the body’s spirit be the elixir, the transmuting agent, is foundational.  

Letting the body show us the way: 

This phrase embodies and expresses the central or quintessential principle of WBF- and is especially key 

in the process of Alchemical Transformation. The principle holds equally for therapist and client (Focuser 

and Companion). Rather than attempting to do something to alleviate or erase troubling symptoms, or 

directly resolve life problems, WBFOT applies the radical solution of just being with ourselves and letting 

show our troubling symptoms and ingrained patterns. I trust in the life-force, the elixir that arises from 

within, from without or between us. Whatever my awareness is drawn toward is something the body is 

showing to me. Anything that moves, shifts, emerges into awareness, etc. are all potential portals into the 

alchemical process. I have found that the more I open to the body’s spirit, its vital force and energy, the 

more my whole body is organically attuned to the incipient signs of new life coming, of potentials for a 

deepened healing or co-creating a transformational event or interaction. The body shows because we 

don’t just live “inside: ourselves or the body. Rather the whole body is already both inside and outside, 

our embodied self (or selves) is revealed in the face, eyes, posture, gestures- and the transmission of 

energy. 

 

The body's showing reveals both our Conditioned Body (formed patterns) as well as our Natural 

Body (instinctive, unformed energies). It is ultimately the interconnecting and interweaving of these two 

bodies that re-forms and trans-forms into the Spirit-Body, the heart and soul of the Alchemical 

Transformation.  
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As stated earlier, we will be paying very close attention to the body showing us the way as:  

1. How we present ourselves moment to moment (i.e. the way we speak, sit, posture, move); how the 

body holds itself and the embodied/attitudinal stances we are taking toward what is being explored; 

repetitive ways of presenting disclose our Conditioned Body, the learned ways of showing ourselves.  

2. Body-stances- how we body forth our patterns & inner places- the habitual, recurrent ways that we 

react; fixed positions or postures that are like “frozen” pictures, often taking us back to where and how 

these stances formed. These stances also show certain roles, qualities or styles of embodying our self.  

3. Body-leads as informing or indicating possible openings or pathways toward reconnecting with the 

Natural Body, with potential resolutions of life situations; and ways to be in session that facilitate healing 

and transformation. The way of the body is unique to each person’s own soul, spirit and life-history- so 

that we always follow what the body is showing, revealing and pointing toward, its implying of next steps;  

4. Letting come is the WBF aspect of inviting the body to explore, express and enact itself from within its 

own natal intelligence and inner energy. When we let come, we are actively inviting and permitting the 

body to show what is happening, what it is feeling, needing, doing, in its own way and in its own time. We 

give all the room, space and support needed to facilitate this letting come as it organically arises.   

 

Performativity- showing as well as telling                 An 

expansion of the importance of letting show is the principle of performativity- by which I mean that the 

felt sense or felt quality of any aspect of ourselves can be invited to be shown, to show itself. Anything we 

are experiencing is not only just "inward," but also is (or can be invited to be) an outward expression. 

Through attuning and resonating with the unfolding of the living body of wisdom, a new type of knowing 

emerges- what we can call performative or presentational knowing. The more of our whole body that is 

involved in therapy, the more that what emerges is a direct showing and living of whatever needs 

attention or emerges into awareness. We are the servants or adherents to this inward-arising life energy 

and movement that shows itself through the living body. This model integrates two types of "knowing:" .1 

experiential knowing- i.e. through sensing an inwardly felt awareness and .2 performative knowing- i.e. 

through doing as a direct showing and creating. 

What we share is always already having a performative effect- i.e. is already "doing something" in 

the relational space, is having an impact or felt effect. Moreover, in letting something form as an "entity," 

we can then invite this being to "show" itself. Thus, if a client is having difficulty trying to describe or 

explain in words what they are feeling or how they are reacting, I encourage them not to feel compelled 

to translate into verbal language- that as we stay engaged at the bodily level, some type of form or 
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symbol naturally arises. I also invite clients to enact or let their body show what they are feeling. This is a 

very important and oftentimes powerful tool in developing a richer bodily awareness of self. For example, 

a client is grappling with a challenging feeling, calling it "anxious," then "that's not quite it," then "more 

like dread," then "that's closer but still not it," etc. Rather than describe, I invite her to let the body show 

that feeling. As she does, her body forms a gestural, postural, facial expression of its embodied 

experiencing.  

In fact, this is how Focusing originated, observing clients pausing and checking inwardly to find 

the right words or symbols for what they are experiencing. My style of Focusing does not necessitate this 

process- as it often interrupts the ongoing engagement and awareness at a bodily level- going instead 

into a mental space to put into words. So while this can be helpful of course at times, in general I prefer 

and encourage to stay with the unfolding of the whole scene, event, experience and bodily movement, 

which then shows us directly what it has been experiencing. This greatly enhances the coming and 

opening of a bodily felt sense- and often is more relaxing, less disruptive and pressuring for clients to feel 

they have to explain, or verbalize everything. So we can invite clients to show what is happening, let the 

body live it, not just talk about it, or even describe it. Our body’s living transcends all words and 

descriptions anyway. 

Animation/ amplification- letting a place show more of itself  

This dimension allows something that is emerging to have time and freedom to more fully embody and 

express itself. Most people live from one side of their being- having incorporated and identified with a 

more socially conditioned persona. In sessions of FOT, we often become aware of a new aspect or side 

starting to emerge. One client was describing his marital situation, stating how he was aware of feeling so 

"angry," and "frustrated" at his wife so not taking on more responsibility for the finances. As he is 

speaking, I observe that his upper body starts to gyrate back and forth, his hands ball into fists and arms 

shake in front of his body. My body starts to move that way as well- and in so doing, I become aware of a 

felt sense of a powerful creature. Upon agreement, I then "play back" his words, the tonal quality, and 

the bodily movement. I invite the client to resonate with his whole body to my play back, and notice what 

comes. Thus, as we will be practicing, the invitation to let show more is to permit and enable some place 

in ourselves, or a pattern to open further to is fuller life energy- and thus become a powerful source for 

recovering the spirit carried there. Oftentimes, for example, there is a strong “NO!” imbedded within a 

pattern or symptom- or the “No!’ is carried by an often hidden or imaginal place. So when we allow to 
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animate, i.e. to bring to life, to bring more life to, to let come alive, an aspect of the body, it can be a 

potent way that the Letting Show process unfolds, deepens and ultimately restores the body to its 

wholeness- to its Natural Body of spirit. It also can feel very freeing, and enlivening to recognize and even, 

as therapist, to stand for the other place, thus using our shared connection as a safe space in which 

something can be played out that would be okay in everyday situations. 

Remember that WBF is an energy model, an alchemical process of infusing and interfusing 

energies and life-forces- not primarily an insight or understanding model. That may come, but emerges 

naturally from the meaningfulness and felt sense of significance that arises from the transformational 

experiences. 

The four stages of animating our body’s life in WBF 

There are four interrelated stages or phases of the whole body process of animation. Each stage builds 

upon and carries further the previous one in the WBF process of bringing to life, allowing to come alive, 

and inviting life-like qualities. As we progress through these stages, we will be learning and practicing 

new, creative, and playful ways to invite inner being to become more alive and aware of themselves, as 

well as to open up and move outward into expression and interaction. We will be sensing as well as 

creating moments when the inner self comes alive, is more present as an embodied being- when 

something long blocked, or stuck or frozen starts to thaw, and energy starts to flow.  The four stages are 

as follows: 

1. Gr Co-P & WB awareness of  body’s inner being- receiving and sending energy; 

2. Inhabiting inner places- inviting to open, come alive and unfold themselves; 

3. Moving into expression: allowing to play out via  embodying and personating  

4. Embodying all- making space for WB dramatizations and interactions 

 
What signifies the animation process in WBF is the importance placed on active processes that are 

forms of embodied improvisation moving into expression. The felt sense is a movement of felt-sensing 

rather than just a static something- thus one can get a felt sense of the quality of an inner being, a whole 

scene or some specific aspect of a situation or story.  

 
As a brief background, we can recall our discussion and experiences of the Conditioned Body and 

the Natural Body, the former being the body (or our conscious identity as embodied beings) that has 
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formed through socialization, traumatization and conditioning. The latter is the body (our natal 

embodiment as a child or being of spirit) that is unconditioned, with inherent aliveness, openness and 

interconnectedness with all of Being. Over time, we lose touch with this original wholeness and openness 

– becoming increasingly disconnected from various aspects of our Natural Body, and living more and 

more from our Conditioned Body. These conditioned, ingrained, and entrenched patterns out of which 

we live are themselves very embodied, often operating automatically and repetitively.  

Yet these patterns and places within us, including symptoms, triggers and parts of ourselves all 

contain some aspect of life-energy and spirit. As we follow the body’s lead in WBF, these inner places 

organically arise into awareness. With the support and safety of WB Grounded Presence, we are going to 

experience how to more fully embody these inner parts, inviting and letting them move outward into 

expression. The importance of these steps cannot be overestimated. Whenever anything in us feels stuck, 

when the body carries tensions, constrictions, pressures, these are all forms of blocked intentionality- i.e. 

some aspect of our inner being that was not able to more fully experience, enact and express its natural 

reaction to situations and life events. So as “something” comes into WB awareness, it is often in a state of 

interference with its natural striving toward expression, action and release.   

Learning how to inhabit, feel and express (enact) our inner selves, patterns, symptoms and 

situations, i.e. giving room and permission for these places to reopen their flow and energy- is therefore a 

core aspect of retrieving our life energy and spirit. It is probably the most challenging and profound part 

of WBF – to enter into and embody whatever comes into WB awareness. This will enable us to feel these 

places from inside, get a felt sense of their way of being, and thus begin the process of reviving the life 

energy contained within them- bringing us closer to living from our original wholeness, our Natural Body 

of the Child (the True Self). 

Anything that we experience inwardly can be sensed as a separate living being – letting it 

experience and express itself as its own entity. We will learn how to create spaces for these inner places 

to be felt, i.e. letting them come into being on their own either in imaginal and/or in physical space. As a 

WBF therapist, the experiential practice of Co-Presencing includes: embodied engagement & resonance; 

interactive responsiveness and shared expressiveness in creative and authentic ways. This more 

embodied connection and interaction in the shared relational field offers both client and therapist ways 

to more directly experience and create pathways for the whole body to heal wounded places and activate 

the AT process. In addition, we will practice how to embody ourselves in playfully spontaneous, 

imaginative and expressive ways, which can greatly enliven the WBF relational process. Embodied 
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expression can free energy and natural aliveness from the deeper Source of our Natural Body, expanding 

access to our inner child of joy and spirit (life-energy). This process also enables us to body forth in the 

world, to take and hold new embodied stances in our lives that integrate all of our selves into greater 

wholeness 

Our bodily patterns and embodied life stances disclose what our body has retained- revealing a 

world of characters, environments and plots, a drama in the living body of which we are usually not 

aware. The WBF process of co-creating a dramatization (externalization) of our inner dramas can itself be 

a powerful alchemy, awakening latent forces to come alive and re-form conditioned patterns. Any aspect 

of that world can be explored as its own living entity, such as symptoms, bodily postures/stances, inner 

selves, etc. These interactive events, embodied engagements in which we both embody a character or 

aspect, inhabit its world, gain a felt sense of its energy and spirit, and allow that part to interact, move, 

speak, act of its own accord. 

The WBF process of embodiment 

 When we embody a pattern, a life stance, or part of the self – we first bring gentle, caring, 

accepting awareness to this place and second, allow our body to inhabit or dwell in this place. Just as an 

actor learns to inhabit a character or role, we will learn to invite and allow our whole body to not only be 

with, but also to become that part or place. This can be done outwardly through movement, physical 

and/or verbal expression. It also can be done inwardly in imaginal space via envisioning, felt sensing and 

breathing life into an inner place. We can also embody images, archetypes, creatures, nature, etc. 

Often we discover two or more characters or qualities in our inner world- each of which may be 

telling or showing their own story. Each can be played out through the body, or various forms of playful 

embodied dramatization (an expansion of Holding Both). What is important is that these forms of 

embodied expression be invited to come organically, spontaneously and freely. Central to WBF in general, 

and to the process of embodiment in particular, is that we stay open to, and let come, whatever arises 

into awareness of its own accord from the breadth and depth of our living body.  

 

Personating a part, place or scene 

 One of the key skills in WBF, as an embodied- expressive process, is the capacity for personating a 

role, apart, or quality. When we personate, we are letting the body inhabit, represent, assume the 

qualities or appearance of a part. It is an embodied form of showing or playing. We invite a bodily feel of 
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the quality or being that we are intending i.e. meaning; tending toward, to explore or portray. In WBF, 

embodied personation requires a period of preparation- not just acting out something, but letting its felt 

sense come to awareness, and to allow our whole body to be this entity. So we invite the body to 

immerse itself in the character, as if we are actors who will be playing a role in a production. As we more 

fully enter into its feel, invite its spirit and life energy to waken, then we can inhabit this in a bodily felt 

way. At this point, we let come whatever arises in relation to a particular scene, situation, or issue we are 

exploring.  

The emergence of inner-directed energy, impulses, sensations that begin to stir, and move into 

expression, action, and interaction is the hallmark of WBF expressive work. Also essential is that this be 

done in the spirit of play- akin to child’s expressive play, in which we permit ourselves to more 

spontaneously and freely share what emerges in its own way and time. This is so crucial because we want 

the body’s own inner impulses and energies to form our responses, to let it arise from embodied 

resonance and sensitivity to the field, and to the scene as a whole, rather than from any pre—formed 

idea of a role, or a quality. It is a process of immersion and emersion. We first immerse our body – self 

into the role, then let it emerge in whatever ways it may arise – including playful, exaggerated, and 

spirited energies. 

Letting inner places animate and express themselves 

Our usual conscious mind and embodied patterns have often lost touch and connection with the deeper 

energy, feelings and spirit hidden within our symptoms, patterns and inner places. The process of 

recovering aspects of ourselves involves inviting, sensing and reconnecting with the life-force and feeling 

qualities imbedded within the body. Thus, we want to allow these places to feel safe and welcome to 

enable them to engage in expressive play, to be able to animate their living being. To animate an inner 

part means to invite “it” to bring itself to life.  This follows from the root animare= to give life to; to 

breathe; ensoul; inspirit; revivify. If we breathe into a place in the body, or we transmit acknowledgement 

and acceptance to an inner part, or we allow something that has been stuck to open to its own energy- 

these are all ways that we are animating a place- and letting it bring itself back to life. We want to bring 

our whole body and whole intention to that self, part, aspect so that being feels safe enough to waken, 

and let show itself. This is a key principle of WBF- especially in expressive work- i.e. to allow something to 

show more of itself, to invite what begins to come alive to open further in just the way it is emerging. To 

animate a being can involve pantomiming, or exaggerating, at times moving into interaction with 

therapist (or what we can embody and represent) in a WBF session. It can also mean letting something be 
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more fully felt, so that our emotionality can express itself and bodily energy can more freely flow where it 

has been blocked or impaired. If a place does not want to speak, participate or be seen, we let it be just 

as it needs- perhaps sensing that there is a strong energy in “not wanting” that we can invite outward into 

expression. Thus, we are giving permission to let all parts and aspects have their own life, and be (act) in 

whatever way it feels and needs.  

 The process of embodied expression in WBF  

The importance of embodied expression is essential in WBF. Our body is the living testament to our life 

history. Everything we experience particularly of a traumatic nature, as well as all of our prolonged 

socialization and conditioning impress on the body, i.e. make and leave a mark, an impression. Each bodily 

impression has a corresponding and natural reaction- to express, i.e. to press out what has been pressed 

in to our body, mind and spirit. When this natural reaction is not able or allowed to more fully emerge 

into its expression, it is retained in the body as a blockage, a stress, a tension, literally as a pressure- 

pressing in on our body, and pressing to get out, to be let out. Thus, inviting, allowing and then 

embodying those places striving to press out, is so crucial toward releasing the body from states of 

prolonged and acute pressure, contraction, dispiritedness- i.e. the body’s retention of history.  Of course 

we need safety, care, time and active supportive encouragement to allow those places the space to 

express themselves. This is not about behavior, about acting out in the world- but only about letting 

places in us have the permission and freedom as well as the support to activate their life energy and let it 

ex-press outwardly in our shared field of WBF. Restoring the life (energy, spirit, impulses, vitality) to parts 

of ourselves is an integral aspect of the alchemical transformation in WBF. In sum, the capacity to 

dramatize (externalize) our inner-dramas and patterns through allowing them to experience, express and 

embody their own life is the core of the process.                  

Alchemical Transformation in WBF as a journey of embodied engagement 

 In WBF, sessions can become like embodied journeys, a living process of 'traveling," of being taken by the 

body to a place, scene, event, interaction or into the core of a pattern or life-stance. It is a living unfolding 

of the body’s life, informed by our attunement to our role and it interaction with others and the whole 

scenario. Our "elixir’ is the spirit of the living body of wholeness, trusting that it has the intelligence, and 

knowledge to bring to our awareness what is needed for healing, how and where connection with spirit 

was ruptured, etc. The core of WBF therefore is the alchemical process embodied engagement, an active 

bodily felt connection   in the relational space, letting our whole body be affected by, and then wait for 
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our body’s authentic responsiveness.  As we enter the stream of the body’s emerging life-energy and 

spirit, we are both carried by this flow to wherever it leads. We offer our embodied presence in an 

engaged and real way- to provide the support, caring, warmth, strength, encouragement and often 

imaginative and creative sense of what might be presenting itself to our WB awareness. The WBF journey 

often brings us to the edge (threshold) of what we don't know, or haven't been able to change- and it is 

at this threshold that the alchemy truly can re-form and trans-form our patterns.  

 The living body carries its own natal intentionality (directionality), that it knows and leads the way 

toward resolution, that it can transform Our living body is actually an inter-somatic field that is not 

encapsulated in our skin, but is always already "out there" in the world, both personal and universal. 

Thus, we are all somatically interconnected, so that your body can develop a felt sense of what is 

showing, and take a stance on its behalf. Thus all of us share and participate in the transformation of 

ourselves, each other and the larger community of family, friends and the world.   

The Indirect Method of WBF:  

A final key note: WBF is based on an indirect method of processing the body’s life. What I mean is that we 

don’t ask the body to do or change anything directly. Rather, we ask, invite, and await for the body’s own 

natural response to arise from within its own life-energy and spirit. This does not mean that we don’t 

offer suggestions, or possible interactive/dramatizing events. But it refers to the way we set these up- 

which is always to invite, check within the body, and wait for a reply (yes, no, maybe). And it also allows 

for the alchemy of our body’s healing/transformative intelligence to work its own magic, in its own way 

and time. This is quite respectful of the body’s autonomy and inner knowing as well. The indirect method 

invites us to trust in the Source, the deep and vast Intelligence of the body and spirit to guide, lead and 

direct the WBF process. As therapists, we rely on the body-Intelligence to show us what may be 

happening and what might be needing to happen to facilitate the body’s alchemy- an engaged, embodied 

presence that is attuned to the spirit within our own body, the embodied self of clients, as well as the 

energy, vibrations and sensations that move through the body of awareness in sessions 
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Outline of Study Group 

                   Alchemical Transformation in WBF: Letting the body show us the way 

 

Stage 1: Preparation: Grounded Presence and WB Awareness 

Element #1: Establishing WB Awareness via Grounded Presence & Co-Presence:  

Exercise #1:  Attunement: Grounded Presence & the 5 Spaces of embodied being-in-the-world                                                   
Exercise #2: Grounded Presence: Grounding & Embodying our Being Here  

 Exercise # 3: WB Awareness: consciousness of currents of energy within, between and around us 
  Exercise #4:  Zooming in / zooming out: Shifting perspectives of WBF 
 

Element  #2: Wakening the body’s life- awareness of inner-directed movements & energy 

Exercise #1: Inviting the body to move/ gesture of its own accord                    
Exercise #2: Awakening of spirit/ life-energy:  Awareness of inner directed movement  

 

Element #3: Letting Come and Letting Unfold:  Exploring the new life that wants to emerge                    

Exercise #1: Letting come and letting unfold: Allowing something new to emerge in the body 
Exercise #2: Becoming aware of patterns/places: how they operate at a bodily level            Exercise 
#3:  Being with Not-Knowing:  Letting Come as transcending the Need to Control   Exercise #4:  A 
WBF Practice Round- Letting come/letting unfold- as being with Not-Knowing 

 

Element #4: Letting new life form and take root: Embodying and integrating what has come              
 

Exercise #1: Inviting, waiting for and facilitating more life to open and unfold                        Exercise 
#2:  Relating what comes with GP: Holding Both with equanimity & appreciation 
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Stage 2:  Co-Presence in WBF: The Alchemical power of the shared relational field 

General principles and modalities of Co-Presencing in WBFT 

a. Core aspects of WB Listening- receiving; resonating; & responding 
b. Basic response modes- general modalities of responding and their purpose                                       

1. Reflections: saying back; playing back; narrating 

c. 2. Invitations:  

d. 3. Reminders 

e. 4. Suggestions                                    

5.  Sharing: Being affected; offering 

Element #1: Establishing Grounded Co-Presence and WB Awareness in the shared space: We-Here 

Exercise #1: Establishing Grounded Co-Presence- co-creating the embodied-relational space             

Exercise #2:  Being-in GP- qualities that foster compassion and embodied resonance 

Exercise #3- Developing WB Awareness- body as receptive and transmitting organ of life  

 

Element #2: Holding Space with Equanimity: Letting go and letting be- moving/feeling together 

Exercise #1: Letting your bodies be and move together in shared space 

Exercise #2: Holding Space with Equanimity- keeping company with whole body process 

Element #3: Dynamics of Holding Both: relating what comes with our awareness of G Co-P 

 

Element #3: The role of WBF therapist in facilitating Holding Both & supporting present awareness 

Exercise #1: Developing capacity to observe and reflect what is coming and unfolding 

Exercise #2:  Invitations that support the quality of Holding Both: waiting for more to come   

 

Element #4:  Co-Holding the Embodied Moment: Letting new life form and take root as a body-step 

Exercise #1: Embracing the body-step- welcoming the new life that has come  Exercise 

#2: Co-Holding the Embodied Moment- letting new life take root 
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Stage 3: Alchemical Transformation in WBF:  Further awakening and unfolding of the body’s life & spirit 

Opening- Revealing- .Developing-  

Embodied dramatization: creating and enacting transformational scenes:     

The body transforms itself 

Places can explore their own possibilities 

Life-energy and spirit are rejuvenated and restored 

Blocked energy and stuck places can be freed and released 

Principles of deeper unfolding: important aspects of Alchemical Transformation in WBF 

Holding a pattern in awareness 

Inviting and waiting for the body to show the pattern 

Letting the body lead the way  

Giving much time and all the room needed for the body process to unfold 

Allowing for deep immersion and inhabiting of each aspect, inner place and scenario 

Letting each aspect complete its own opening, revealing and developing 

Each step/phase must be fully experienced and embodied before the next one arises 

Pausing and embodying the transformation- the new form, configuration, integration  

Two Core Movements: 

1.. Immersion: preparing for the ‘action’ by going inward into the body-space 

a. allow the body to inhabit the space of this being; 

b. let body form itself to the shape, posture, outward stance of this being 

c. invite awareness to feel its inner life- impulses, energy, emotional qualities, spirit.  

2.  Emersion- letting move outward into expression and interaction 

       a. invite to let it open outward- to flow from within its own life energy 

       b. give space and permission for expression- freedom to move, sound, feel, say, do  

       c. can create an interaction with Companion- play out together; play another part; 
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Phase #1- Returning- the body calls us back to in-form us of the pattern 

Step #1:  Following the body’s “homing” instinct- letting the body lead us back 

Step # 2: Inviting and waiting for the body to respond in its own way and time 

Step #3: Going down into the body’s depths- immersion in what has been folded in                    

Step #4: Moving toward the threshold- entering into the body’s story  

 

Phase #2- Re-emerging- the body comes alive to re-form the pattern 

Step #1:  Dwelling at the threshold- staying at the edge of the body’s energy  

Step #2: Making room for more to open and come forth on its own  

Step #3: Moving deeper into the pattern: letting places explore and express themselves 

Step #4: Letting the body begin to release- to develop ways to free itself  

   

Phase #3- Restoring- allowing the body to form a new way of being 

Step #1:  Bridging between familiar & unfamiliar patterns- holding space & holding the thread 

Step #2:  Restorative interactions: developing new bodily capacities                          

Step #3: Recovering and reclaiming aspects of self and spirit            

Step #4: Letting something new come to life and be born 

 

Day 3: The culmination of Alchemical Transformation: the WB reconciles & reintegrates into Wholeness 

 

Phase #4- Reconciling-the body transforms & integrates into wholeness 

Step #1: Bringing together- letting body find ways to reconnect and reconcile itself 

Step #2: Allowing the body to realign itself- embodying a more natural stance           

Step #3: Re-integrating- welcoming the transformed body into its wholeness          

Step #4:  Reentering everyday world- holding the “I can” 
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Day One: Foundations of Wholebody Focusing Therapy: Preparation for the Alchemical Transformation 

 

The WBF process s a journey that is inner-directed.  We follow our own innate wisdom, as expressed 

through our whole body, allowing that journey to unfold in its own unique way and time. We begin our 

journey with a period of preparation by becoming (more) familiar with two dimensions of consciousness. 

The first has 2 parts: It is the establishment and bodily felt sense of ‘Grounded Presence’ (GP), and the 

development of our capacity for ‘Wholebody Awareness’ (WBA).  

 

Grounded Presence- the Wholebody sense of “Being-Here”  

The process of Alchemical Transformation starts from wherever we are right now. It is an embodied 

journey in which we are led by the body’s spirit through our ordinary, everyday sense of Self (Conditioned 

Body), to invite and welcome the undercurrents of feelings, impulses and energy (Natural Body), into a 

becoming of our integrated, alive, whole Self (Spirit-Body). This journey always begins with and comes 

back to the experience of Grounded Presence. . GP is that touchstone that then morphs into the 

philosopher’s stone, i.e. the source of the transmuting process, the life-force, and spirit-energy that can 

transform our “lead” into “gold.”  

 

Grounded= the felt sensing of being firmly anchored in the physical body and the physical supports within 

and around us; letting our body be supported, allowing our energy to settle into the safe, supportive care 

of the Ground. In the Alchemical sense, everything is alive with spirit and life, so we may sense that the 

ground is not inert, but rather a source of support, nurturance, comfort, safety- as in being in the loving 

arms of Mother Earth. Grounding also invites our body to find its own center, balance, postural stance.  

 

Presence= the felt quality of being aware in the present moment, the felt sense of Being-Here right now. 

Our presence, or in the active sense, of our presencing, is that which connects with all of Being, with the 

coming of the body’s life-energy and the interconnection with others. Presencing is also what we might 

describe as our aura, the field of energy, soul qualities and spirit that emanate outward from the body. 

Thus our Presence is that which can be sensed inwardly as well as transmitted outwardly- like streams or 

waves of feelings and vibrations that affect the space we are inhabiting- and is affected by other’s 

presence. 
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Grounded Presence= combines these two aspects into one holistic sense of embodying our Being-Here, 

through the physical awareness of a strong, solid, stable body- and it’s the qualities that infuse and 

emerge from the Grounding- i.e. our Presence as embodied beings. Our WB in GP also serves as a solid 

and supportive container, the vessel that holds and nurtures the emerging energy. In alchemy, the base 

metal is placed in an egg, the philosopher’s stone. The powers of the stone infuse into the egg, allowing 

the lead to begin the process of transmuting into its gold, it’s more refined and mature form. In WBF, 

analogously, GP becomes the container or womb in which the new life emerging and forming can be 

incubated. In this way, the Conditioned Body and dense forms/patterns begin to open, unfold and 

transform, liberating the spirit within them, and freeing more life to come alive and be born. 

 

Wholebody Awareness: consciousness of the currents of energy within, between and around us 

Wholebody awareness includes our capacity to sense the various currents of life energy, sensations, 

movements and other embodied information that flows through us, and to follow those currents with our 

attention. Developing WB awareness is, in a sense, becoming fluent in the language with which our body 

and deeper wisdom communicates with us. Through WB awareness, our body becomes a more sensitive 

instrument that can attune to and resonate with whatever is emerging into awareness. It is this embodied 

sensitivity, along with our warm acceptance of what comes, that enables places within us to become 

aware of themselves, and thus to become more alive. As the body becomes more alive, it is invited to 

become more aware of itself—a kind of bodily self-awareness. This is crucial, as most of our ingrained, 

bodily patterns operate at an unconscious or automatic level, without this quality of awareness that will 

enable places in us to re-form and re-assess their ways of being. 

 

In this way our whole body becomes a vehicle for the emergence of spirit, attuned to the vital 

energy within ourselves and every living being, and the fields of energy between us.Extending our 

attention further, we can sense our whole self with an expanded awareness that includes not only our 

physical body and our inner spaces, but also connects us with the larger spaces of environment, of Nature 

and Spirit and the shared field of other beings.  This state of being, this expanded awareness along with 

these connections, is part of what we mean by Grounded Presence. The state of GP allows us to 

consciously connect with the support available for us in all of these spaces and energetic fields. 
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Element #1: Establishing Grounded Presence & Co-Presence 

From the foundation of Grounded Presence, we are able to sense our whole body as more than, and yet 

connected to, our conditioned body, with its issues and patterns.  GP, holding our whole body and all of 

its experiences, is both personal and transpersonal.  Wholebody awareness arises from Grounded 

Presence.  GP serves as a safe, well–balanced container for whatever emerges into our field of awareness 

during our WBF sessions (or any other time).  It is the anchor and touchstone of our journeying, allowing 

us to always find the whole body as it truly is, right here and now, in connection with its present 

environment.   

 

The expression “standing on our own two feet” describes both Grounded Presence and 

Wholebody awareness, the sense of ourselves as an embodied being that’s really here, present and 

vibrantly alive, connecting with support from the ground and other spaces/energies around us.   

At first, as we connect with our body’s life/movement patterns, we are not aware of GP and WBA. They 

are pre-conscious at this point.   As we do become aware of them, we shift toward the second dimension 

of awareness as our natural body becomes aware of itself.  Some movement comes, or sensations, 

energy… We let the body show us whatever is there, we let the gesture or the movement develop, and in 

this way it becomes aware of itself.  

 

As Companion, we may mirror what is coming, through physical reflection and/or simply allowing 

it to develop within us as well, paying attention both to the Focuser and to what is coming inside of us.  In 

this way, we give a double, or resonant, reflection that supports something become aware of itself. 

 

So GP provides a sense of spaciousness, as well as a sense of containment and support for what is 

ready to come forward.  In the same way that a child who feels secure with her home and parents feels 

free to be adventurous, having our touchstone in GP helps us be more open to—and more connected 

with—the myriad creative potentialities of the whole field of Being. 

 

In fact, there is a ‘healthy parent’ quality to both Wholebody awareness and GP.  Both include a 

sense of welcoming acceptance to all that is inside us, including whatever may be newly emerging.  There 

is a sense of gentleness, caring and appreciation, like a mother beaming as she watches her daughter 

skipping and dancing in a field.  Grounded Presence is indeed like a guardian, the guardian of the energy 

and aliveness in us, whatever form that may take. 
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Grounded Presence is not just a neutral space. Like a loving guardian, it transmits a quality of 

energy into our whole body that enlivens it, creating an encouraging space for more to come, for 

whatever else needs to be awakened.  When in GP, our body of awareness functions like a channel, 

sensing, registering and channeling subtle energy, feelings and vibrations to resonate and share. 

 

As we are ‘being with’ the life that is coming—whether as Focuser, Companion or Observer/co-

Companions—our WB awareness supplies certain qualities that support what is emerging. These include 

noticing, acknowledging, accepting, welcoming, inviting and allowing.  Thus WB awareness helps our 

natural body take the lead, showing us the way inward, into the depth of our conditioned body/embodied 

patterns and forward, into the next steps/new possibilities for coming alive.  

 

The Next Phase: ‘Being-with’ and ‘Being-in’, or Observing and Inhabiting the body’s life 

 

At this point, we begin to let the body come alive in its own way. We sense and allow what wants to 

happen, observe what happens then, and then enter the body space where it is happening. We have 

shifted into the second phase of awareness, where we our arm or our gesture begins to become aware of 

itself.  

 

Inhabiting the body is very different from thinking about what is happening. We are observing 

and experiencing, allowing the flow of energy or movement to continue in its own way. This step is most 

crucial- as we are beginning to trust in the body’s intelligence, its inherent striving toward wholeness, 

integration, and recovering its spirit. Thus, as we incite and allow the body’s energy to awaken, to come 

alive in its own way and time, we enter into and follow its striving to form into its own right way of being- 

its natural and authentic stance for itself. When we embody this stance, our whole body then begins to 

experience itself differently. It is a spiraling process of coming back into one’s body space- welcoming 

whatever emerges into awareness. The body then becomes aware of itself- and through this reflexive 

(self) awareness, starts the Journey of coming back to life, restoring is natural way of being, and 

recovering its spirit. Often, we experience this journey as the body’s unfolding, of uncovering and 

reconnecting with layers of our body’s life- to eventually connect with and live more from its core or 

essence.  
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Our stance is one of patience, openness, curiosity, accepting, consenting, allowing, welcoming. 

We want a sense of Non-Doing, Not-Knowing, Non-Pressuring. Nothing has to happen.  

 

When something comes, and we have welcomed and observed it, we can then invite it to show 

more of itself, if it wants to do so. Through this process, we learn to give acceptance and welcome to a 

developing ‘something’ and to trust in the body’s capacity to work on our behalf, bringing exactly what is 

needed, in its own right way and timing.  

 

As we let all parts become more fully accepted just as they are, they show us the way toward the 

right next steps of our organism. Throughout the process, we will return occasionally to a sense of 

Grounded Presence and wholebody awareness.  In fact, the importance of starting from and returning to 

GP cannot be overemphasized. 

 

In WBF (and in life), we may become unsettled or disoriented when energy begins to move, and 

new places inside begin to show themselves. In these times, we will learn how to hold what comes within 

the larger space of Grounded Presence.  It provides a solid base of support that helps us to welcome and 

then to integrate the unexpected depths or energy that may emerge. 

 

Standing 

One way to get a felt sense of Grounded Presence is through the profound experience of standing.  In the 

English language, we have many expressions that refer to the physical energy of standing. We talk about 

‘standing up for ourself’, ‘standing our ground’, ‘taking a stand’…  These are not just metaphors; they are 

an actual physical experience of holding our energy, containing it in our whole body. Finding a solid 

stance is both our starting place, a touchstone to return to over and over- and ultimately will move into 

its own right stance on living.  

 

Try this now: take a few moments now to stand with your feet solidly on the ground. It may help 

to take your shoes off. As you stand there, give yourself a few breaths to just settle in, to notice how your 

body is feeling, especially your feet and legs.   
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Now, let yourself get a sense of the contact of your feet with the floor, with the ground.  Notice if 

you can feel your feet on ground, and feel the ground itself. Really welcome it, as if the ground is alive 

and meets us right at the edge of our feet.  Removing our shoes gives us a better sense of our toes, and 

makes a difference in noticing the connection. 

 

In the same way that the roots of a tree extend down and outward, we can actually reach out 

through our feet, noticing the way the ground meets us, noticing that connection with the ground, with 

the earth. The ground is alive, so standing actually gives us an opportunity to connect with the aliveness 

in everything.  

 

When a tree’s roots are deep and solid, it can grow and withstand the elements. Science now 

tells us that trees communicate and connect with each other through their roots.  Our feet, too, are a 

reliable, solid source of both anchoring and awareness.   

 

Bring your awareness back to your feet and legs, and spend a little time just dwelling there. 

You might notice how it feels to just stand. Wholebody Focusing is also about letting our body find its own 

way to realigning itself—posturally, experientially, spiritually.    

 

We will have a more in-depth experience of this in our attunement during class. Anytime we are 

feeling lost, confused or overwhelmed, we can always come back to this grounding, sometimes just by 

paying attention to our feet and legs.    

 

Exercise #1:  Attunement: Grounded Presence & the 5 Spaces of embodied being-in-the-world                                                    
We will begin our journey with an attunement offering an experience of Grounded Presence and the five 
spaces of our embodied living in the world.  The 5 spaces are: 

• Physical- the space of the whole body in grounded connection with support structures esp. feet 
and ground,  muscular-skeletal structure, posture 

• Inner- the space   from throat to belly; felt sensations and inward energy 
• Environmental- the space around us, incl. physical room, weather, time of day, as well as the 

larger space the surrounds us, incl. Nature, sky, animals, oceans etc. 
• Relational- the space between us in the bodily interconnected field; and  
• Spirit- the primordial and universal space of life-energy, a deep and vast wisdom that flows 

through and interweaves with all other spaces, the living force of Being. 
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Exercise #2: Grounded Presence: Grounding & Embodying our Being Here 

• Let go into support structures- allow the body to physically sense its connections 
• Let the body unwind itself- come alive to itself; releasing; awakening; realigning 
• Let the nervous system calm- allowing energy to move downward; settling in 
• Notice stirrings of life-energy- as body awakens to its space; beginning to move 
• Invite the body to form a right stance- find ways to hold, symbolize being in GP 
• Sense Just Being Here- in this moment, in this space, at a whole embodied being.  

 
 

Exercise #3: Wholebody Awareness  

• Expanding consciousness- whole body as tuning fork- sensitively attune and receive the 
vibrations, energy, sounds, feel of the environment; observe oneself          

• WB awareness in relationship- to the whole field of lived experiencing; in connection with 
sense of self (posture, sensations, feelings); with others; with the larger Field of energy & 
motility (movement of life force through body).                       

• Quiet the mind- pause the usual thinking, conceptual brain; start with sense of Not-Knowing; 
be open to receive information from the body’s inner-direction       

• “Here and now” experience- staying aware of what is occurring and emerging in the full range 
of felt experiencing and bodily activity in each moment;                                  

• Transmission of energy- let your hands transmit qualities of caring, accepting, acknowledging, 
welcoming; notice how Presence can receive and transmit       

• Active participation- allow awareness to be actively engaged in sensing and acknowledging 
the body’s life; enter the body space with openness and curiosity; 

• Places become aware of themselves- letting each pattern, movement, energy, feeling quality 
gain awareness of their own life-stance (consciousness).  

Exercise #4:  Zooming in / zooming out: Shifting perspectives of WB awareness    Our awareness tends to 

focus on that which is calling attention – whether a physical pain, a sensation, a movement, a symptom, 

etc.  In this exercise, we will practice two basic types of awareness: how we can shift back and forth 

between them, and how to hold both at once.   

• Zooming in is like a close up shot, in which we bring our lens very close in to feel something 
deeply, observe it in detail, and sense the life in a particular spot or place. So invite awareness to 
zoom in on a place in your body. Let awareness stay there for a moment, allowing an up close 
view and feel of this place. Return to the whole body.  

• Zooming out is like a wide angle lens, in which we take in the whole landscape – a more 
expansive, and widened view. So allow your awareness to expand to take in the larger 
environment around you, both the immediate physical space, as well as the wider spaces of 
nature. Notice how this feels in your whole body.  

• Shift back and forth between zooming in and then zooming out, in a smooth rhythm. 
• Holding both- See if you can invite both to be present together – holding awareness up close 

(zooming in) within a larger field (zooming out). Sense what this feels like.  
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Element 2: Wakening the body’s life- awareness of inner-directed movements & energy 

Your mind does not know the way. 
Your heart has already been there, 

Your soul has never left it. 
Welcome home. 

from Realms of Spirit 

As we begin the journey, we are departing along a pathway of moving from what is known, and familiar, 

yet not optimal, to what is unknown and unfamiliar, yet full of new potential and possibility. When our 

system is calm, our body well-grounded and well-balanced, and our self feels in embodied connection 

with its environment, then we are ready to start on the path of transformation. This is the beginning of 

the WB alchemy.  

As the process begins to unfold, we can allow a developing trust in the body-intelligence and 

inner knowing to guide us along the way. Of course the Presence of others as companions on the journey 

is crucial to the deeper unfolding and transforming. We are inviting the body to come more alive, to 

awaken to its innate vitality and life-energy- the body’s natal spirit. IN WBF, we call this phase the 

emergence of inner-directed movement. We will experience some ways that there is a body intelligence 

or greater wisdom that flows through the whole field of being. With WB awareness, we can begin to 

attune to this field of energy and motility that displays a primordial intentionality of its own. This element 

involves a deepening trust that our body holds its own knowing of how to heal and move toward more 

life. The first Element (Preparation: Establishment of Grounded Presence) develops the resources, tools 

and support that enables us to comfortably allow something new to emerge from the depths of our being  

We invite the body to do (show/express...) something from its own wisdom (inner knowing/felt 

sensing) and patiently wait for the body to respond to our invitation. As things start to happen, we bring 

our Focusing awareness to the movements, however subtle or large, and to their felt sense and energy, 

as it interacts with awareness of the whole body, environment and inner space.  

The importance of the stirrings of bodily energy in conjunction with Grounded Presence cannot 

be overestimated. It is where places inside start to come alive, as sensations, as beginnings of movement, 

of awakening to their own aliveness. This initiates the journey of our living organism to move toward 

wholeness- i.e. the beginning to the alchemical transformation. We will practice and explore the elements 

of letting go into the body’s life and letting be whatever emerges just as it is.  
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Starting with a wholebody sense of Grounded Presence, we gently bring awareness to our body. I often 

start with the outer body, sensing any places that feel tight, tense, wound up, etc. and invite the body to 

loosen, move, unwind any way that it wants. This tends to let the body feel more uncramped and help 

open to whatever energy, feeling or issue that may be present. Often the body tends to naturally sway 

and movements start to happen.  

In WBF, we pay particular attention to any spontaneous or inner-directed movements that start 

to happen. When we notice these inner stirrings of the living body (swaying, muscular motions, felt 

sensations, postural realignments, gestures, sounds, etc.), this indicates that the body process has 

awakened and come alive to itself. We become aware of these body-moves, however slight, and give 

permission to allow them to express themselves in their own way. Inner-directed movements of the living 

body are an important way that felt sensing starts to open, and feel very different than deliberate 

movements that we consciously make. As the living body stays in contact with the Ground of Being 

(Grounded Presence), providing solid support and containment for all-of-me-here from head to toe, the 

nervous system tends to calm, so energy held in places of tension on the surface of the body can flow 

naturally in a downward direction. More space opens for Just Being, for more Presence and WB 

awareness with expanded inner space and consciousness of outer space, more life can come. We 

continue to offer our consent to this process. This activates and brings life to the coming of our Natural 

Body of Spirit. 

Exercise #1: Inviting the body to move/ gesture of its own accord 

We will be inviting the whole body to come alive to itself in whatever ways it wants. We want to allow the 

body-energy to awaken, stir and come alive from within its own inner knowing- in connection with the 

Ground of Being. In WBF, we invite and then patiently await and notice what the whole body or any part 

of the body is doing, feeling, sensing, expressing. And we want to give as much room and time as needed 

to allow the body-wisdom to more fully complete this process of coming-to-life and moving itself 

outward. 

1. Let the body come alive without any conscious effort or deliberate activity 
2. Allow the body to unwind physical tensions/stress/holding patterns in its own way 
3. Allow the body-awareness to resonate in interaction with the environment 
4. Invite the body to move or gesture from within its own inner intelligence 
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Exercise #2 Awakening of spirit/ life-energy:  Awareness of inner directed movement  

1. Stirring of body’s life-energy- awareness of impulses, urges, vibrations, sensations…  
2. Giving permission- Give consent for what starts to unfold; 
3. Letting life flow- Allow more to open and emerge; invite life to flow through the body;  
4. Creating more space-  Develop an expanded space, more room for what is coming alive;  
5. Return to GP- Return awareness to our feet/ground connection, and to the larger environment.  

 Exercise #3: Letting the body work for you: Trusting the Body Intelligence 

WBF brings us closer and closer to tapping into the Source, the Universal life-force of spirit, an energy and 

Intelligence that animates and propels all living beings. When we are in the space of GP, our WB 

awareness can begin to notice and welcome the emerging of this life-force, as instincts or impulses to 

move, as stirrings of energy, as spiritedness coming alive, as pulsations and vibrations, sounds and echoes 

of this deeper Knowing that moves through the living body. Often, the body begins to bring to awareness, 

to show us that which is emerging as potential next steps on our embodied journey of transformation. 

This life-force is the elixir capable of transforming old patterns, renewing vitality and recovering spirit.   

1. Being-here for the body- “I am here for you.”  
2. Allowing the body to take the lead- Notice if you can step back, and become the active observer  
3. Let the body work on your behalf- Let the body do whatever it needs, whatever wants to happen. 

 

Element #3: Letting Come and Letting Unfold:  Exploring the new life that wants to emerge                    
 
Once we establish the solid and safe support structure of Grounded Presence, the wholebody process 

starts to come alive and open to itself. From the calm, neutral, open space of Grounded Presence, 

spontaneous movements, such as gestures, postural shifts, muscular motions, impulses, sensations, etc. 

tend to naturally arise. We may invite something to come or sense something already beginning to 

emerge from the body-in-environment and our inner space.  

This can be sensed as an inner-directed movement, a symptom, a posture, a new edge of 

awareness or unfamiliar expression, a pattern, and place of tension/pain, etc. We welcome whatever 

emerges to just be here. There can also arise some inner felt sensation or image, or a recent situation/ 

incident, etc. We welcome what comes just as it begins to show itself, maintaining Grounded Presence, 

with an attitude of curiosity, acknowledgment, interest, caring with whatever is emerging into our field of 

awareness. We begin to listen from GP to what is emerging and what the body-wisdom is bringing 

forward. We take time to more fully receive whatever information opens from this place. A particular 

word, phrase, image, meaning, or other symbol for the felt sense of the body movements and energy 
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may come to awareness. In letting come, we are opening consciousness to some specific aspect of our 

whole Being that is showing itself. These aspects have a life (intelligence/ sensibility/ purpose) of their 

own.   

In this third phase, WBF involves a simultaneous holding both awareness of our whole body in GP 

along with whatever else is emerging into awareness. It is their inter-relationship and partnership that 

activates the process of change and healing. Sensitive listening and bodily felt attuning allows that part to 

feel welcome and willing to open further- as we create a safe space for it show more of itself. We will 

practice simple exercises to experience this element of letting come and letting unfold, ways to invite and 

allow something to explore itself and to open to new possibilities for embodying our being and for living 

in the world. 

It is during this phase of the WBF process that our reflexive awareness becomes most important. 

As the body awakens, comes more to life, it begins to move, open, uncover layers of energy, information, 

feelings, sensations, etc. This uncovering, unfolding, as a kind of peeling away of our usual embodied 

patterns, we want to become more attuned to and resonant with what is emerging. From more random 

or surface levels, the WBF process begins to spiral into deeper levels. Thus the reflexive nature of 

awareness, to allow what is emerging to become more intimately aware of itself- is vital. The reflexivity, 

i.e. a turning or bending back of awareness into the body and inner places enables them to develop and 

disclose their own meaningfulness. This step is essential for the WBF process of coming alive- a re-turning 

to our bodily self in order that what is there come more alive, and open to their own life (energy; spirit; 

knowing). The alchemy unfolds in layers, as each aspect opens, comes alive, shows more of itself, and 

morphs into a new form or way of being. Then the next layer opens and unfolds, until there is a deeply 

felt sense of a shift, signaling that one aspect of transformation has happened. 

At some point in a WBF session, we may notice something that calls our attention. It may be a 

specific movement, gesture, image, feeling, memory, issue that comes into awareness. This is a 

place/part/ aspect that is emerging into the space of our WB Awareness and Grounded Presence. We can 

make room for the inner source of what is coming- the impulse, energy, sensory awareness, feeling- as 

well as its push or urge to move outward in its own way and time. We may notice a sense or desire of 

something that wants expression. It can be the beginning of a movement, an impulse to act, the coming 

alive of a sensation, a muscular tension starting to unwind, an emotional quality looking to express itself. 

Anything that feels like an inner urge or impulse that starts to emerge into awareness. It is important to: 
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1. acknowledge what is coming; 2. slow down so there is consciousness of the whole felt sense of what is 

opening and 3. to allow it to open to its own life, letting this place have the freedom and encouragement 

to move, unfold, show itself and explore in its own way and time. The importance of waiting is key: as the 

body’s own alchemical process follows its own course- and in its own way. Our task is to hold space, let 

unfold, incubate and open outward into its own way of transforming. 

Exercise #1: Letting come and letting unfold: Allowing something new to emerge in the body 

1. Giving this place all the time/room it needs- making Space for Something New Forming. 
2. Something New Forming: Make even More Inner Space- allowing more life to come; 
3. Something New Comes: Make Space for something new to form itself- create a large inner space.  
4. Spending time receiving and welcoming what is there just as it is- let show just as coming to life 
5. Giving permission for that part/place to be more fully present- let  show more of itself  
6. Waiting for more to unfold- pausing to allow time and space for unwinding and re-forming 
7. Waiting for the right feel to open and form- take time to invite and allow a “right feel” to form.  

Exercise #2: Becoming aware of patterns/places: how they operate at a bodily level 

As the WBF process begins to unfold, we often start to notice embodied patterns- how parts of us 

function, how places in us operate at a bodily level. Our gentle awareness of these places allows these 

inner places to become more aware of themselves. The body has its own intelligence and consciousness, 

yet needs our awareness in GP to then start to come into a deeper and fuller sense of their own energy, 

and purpose.  

1. Notice places where the body holds tension, tightness, contractions, pain, anxiety or blockage.  
2. Invite WB awareness to contact and welcome those places- and sense how they function in a 

bodily way. Just notice these patterns, and invite them to become more aware of themselves, 
and what they are doing. Often, images, metaphors, memories, and stories naturally arise.  

3. Hold awareness (Presence) of both Wholebody in GP and what is emerging from an inner place; 
make direct contact with the whole body's implying of (pushing toward) something that feels like 
it wants to happen; let the body-intelligence activate the further unfolding of movement, energy, 
expression in its own way.  

4. See if you can embody this pattern/place- allow your awareness & whole body to enter into and 
inhabit the pattern/inner place. This can deepen our awareness of how something feels and 
functions at a somatic/bodily level. Often, this begins to let the pattern come more alive to itself  

Exercise #3 Being with Not-Knowing:  Letting Come as transcending the Need to Control 

As we remain anchored in Grounded Presence, and we observe the unwinding and settling down process 

of the Living Body’s own inner directed movements, there is eventually a quieting down of the active and 

not so subtle inner directed movements of Phase #2.  It can seem as though nothing at all seems to be 
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happening. This particular phase of the WBF Process is challenging for the Conditioned Body/Mind with 

our usual pattern of trying to manage, control, label or fix thing. With the support of Grounded Presence, 

we can let go of this unconscious need to control or make something meaningful happen so that new 

consciousness can emerge into our field of awareness.     

The organism, in fact, is in the process of sorting itself out within the container of the quiet inner 

space of apparently “nothing happening” of my own Grounded Presence. With the help, support and 

invitations of the therapist/companion, the body’s alchemy begins to work its magic. The living body is 

transforming our patterns, and moving toward its wholeness from out of its own inner wisdom.  My Living 

Body needs me to step out of the way so that this can occur.  This frequently feels very uncomfortable as 

we consciously choose to be with a period of Not Knowing, and thereby are letting go of the need to 

control our body and what happens.  This is the transition between what is known and familiar with what 

is not-yet known and thus unfamiliar. This “Not Yet Knowing” phase is at the very edge of embodied 

transformation, or, in other words, of some new awareness and new life coming into being inside my 

Living Body. We learn to recognize and trust that the alchemy of transformation is already happening  

1. Notice if you can step back and allow the body’s discomfort and disorientation to settle down- see 
if you can just observe the body’s experiences with a felt sense of gentleness, acceptance, 
welcoming and curiosity. 

2. Support this phase of Not-Knowing through Grounded Presence and WB Awareness- use the 
contact points and support structures of feet/ground, chair, environment, companion as 
resources to hold our body and safely contain the body’s dis-stress. 

3. Let the body’s symptoms and patterns express themselves- allow what comes to be felt, expressed 
and released from within their own inner knowing and in contact with the larger space of the 
whole body and environment.  

4. Make space for the new life and new awareness coming into the body- as the bodily process 
settles down on its own, invite awareness to felt sense the new life, new patterns, and new 
information coming into being. 

Exercise #4:  A WBF Practice Round- Letting come/letting unfold- as being with Not-Knowing 

We will practice letting come and letting unfold, through learning how to be-with the discomfort of Not-

Knowing. With a partner, we will take turns in being-with something that wants attention or wants to 

happen. Notice if we can invite a curious sense of recognizing various currents of information and energy 

emerging in relation to a pattern  Stay conscious of any part that wants to "do something" or feels 

"anxious" or "pressure" in response to the Not-Knowing of what is unfolding. See if you can sense some 

new awareness striving to show itself and invite that to form in its own way. As Companion, notice your 

body’s discomfort with Not-Knowing what is happening or what to do. Be gentle and soft with this sense. 
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Element #4: Letting new life form and take root: Embodying and integrating what has come 

As we go through the previous phase of letting come and letting unfold, holding awareness of the Not-

Knowing and Non-Doing, we eventually come to a place where something new has formed. It can be a 

new postural stance, a new way of moving, relating, or expressing. It can be the body’s reworking and 

transforming of an old pattern toward a new possibility of being, or a new and different awareness of 

how places in us have functioned.  

In WBF, what is usually most significant is the embodied awareness of new, fresh life – more aliveness 

and vitality, a fuller felt sense of our body’s spirit and life energy. It is crucial here to allow the body as 

much room in time as needed to more fully form this new life coming- and to invite/allow what is forming 

to connect with itself, with the whole body and the larger environment. This aspect of Holding Both has 

been important throughout the WBF process – and is even more significant here. We want to hold with 

appreciative awareness, both what has come and formed and with our sense of GP.  

Much space and time are given to the emergence of the new consciousness within the containment of 

Grounded Presence. Time is taken at every step of the WBF process, and particularly at the end of the 

session, for integrating newly emerging aspects of awareness into your sense of the wholebody 

experience of Self.  

We support this fuller integration process in completing itself by maintaining awareness of the whole 

body in connection with the present environment and with our inner space. It is as though the whole 

living body has become very aware of itself.  The inner body is spacious, quiet, and still, yet it is pregnant 

with potential life possibilities. At a certain point, we may notice that something has truly formed – a 

place where the whole body has shifted into a new way of being. It is at this point, what we call the 

embodied moment, that we need to give much permission and as much space and time as needed to 

more fully embody, experience, and embrace this new life that has formed.  

Our WB Awareness serves to hold this space, and to ‘claim’, ‘have’, and ‘own’ what has come. This is a 

crucial point of just being and allowing ourselves to sense more of how it feels right now. Without this 

body time, the new life that has formed may not fully be embodied or take root, and our habitual 

patterns are likely to return. Each phase of alchemy requires this step of pausing and letting take root. 
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In order to more fully take root, we return awareness to the whole body in GP, in order to more fully 

experience and integrate what has emerged. There is also a sense of how this deeply integrating process 

continues to work inside ourselves—outside of our conscious awareness of it—as we complete the 

session and move into the rest of our day  

We receive what has come through the living body with gratitude.  We offer caring grounded presence to 

the process of new consciousness, new knowing, and integrating into the whole organism. Very often, 

however, this period of inner quiet with apparently nothing going on is a powerful inner state of dynamic 

stillness in which we are holding in sacred space the new life forming itself. This particular phase of the 

process can be by far the most profound and have the most far-reaching effects in terms of re-organizing 

and integrating new consciousness and life forward movement into the living body.   

For those who know the practice of WBF, this is the phase where a bodily felt sense that is meaningful to 

our life situation emerges into the field of awareness.  Up until now, we don’t know what the discomfort 

is about.  We have been stepping back, observing, and tolerating the bodily discomfort of Not Knowing.  

Now we are inviting these inner places and movements that have emerged to inform us. They are directly 

connected to our own specific story and life situation.  Our organism is in the process of reorganizing 

itself.  We begin to connect with the knowing which arises out of the intentional body movements and 

experiences themselves.      

At this phase of the process, we allow the fullness of the life situation to complete itself as it is informed 

by the Knowing of these more subtle inner-directed movements.   There is a bodily felt sensing quality to 

these movements which we observe and embody with curiosity, openness, and Grounded Presence. 

Words may come which describe this inner felt quality. Or they may not. Images may form, we may 

experience postural alignments and new energy flowing.  The body’s alchemical transformation process is 

reorganizing itself and living further and fuller from just how it was stuck or patterned. 

Exercise #1: Inviting and waiting for more life to open and unfold- letting alchemy happen 

a.  Body-process transforms itself-  

b. Moving back and forth-  

c.  Letting places explore their own possibilities- allowing deeper unfolding 
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Exercise #2:  Relating what comes with Grounded Presence: Holding Both with equanimity & appreciation 

At this point we are sensing both the whole embodied self (GP) within the relational field (Co-Presence) 

and being with what is emerging. This is a continual process of moving back and forth in awareness and 

experience from the Whole to the place, taking much time to receive, resonate and engage with what is 

coming. We try to hold with equanimity, with equal awareness, offering our appreciation, welcoming and 

consent that support and encourage the new life to emerge. We allow (give consent for) this pattern or 

place to more fully open and unfold- to show, express, inhabit the space, letting more life and spirit come 

into the living body. Notice if you can more fully embody the energy and feel of what has occurred- taking 

time to “claim” and let the body “have” this new possibility of being.   

Invitations that support Holding Both: Allowing more to unfold    

*See if that place can feel the whole of you, your whole body, and if your wholeness can welcome this 
place just as it is  

*Notice/invite if there is a way that your body can hold or be-with what is coming. If difficult, sense your 
feet, contact points, the space, each other   

*Maybe make more and more space for what is coming. Give it all the room and time it needs 

*Perhaps we can shift awareness back and forth between the part(s) and the Wholebody (GP)  

*See if there is way that these places can relate with each other and the whole in their own way 

*You can give consent to what is happening, even inviting this place to show more of itself 

*Sense the energy of this place/part/posture. It may have energy/story/ knowing of its own 

*Maybe take some time to sense what just came. Allow it to be more fully felt in the whole body 

Inviting and waiting for more life to open and unfold At the end of each WBF session, it is crucial to take 

time to fully receive and resonate with what has come. This can include any shifts, changes or new 

awareness that may have emerged. We sense into the whole body in Grounded Presence, to notice and 

embody the fuller felt sense of Self that we experience now. At times, we may have discovered or 

uncovered a new movement, way of being, posture, stance, quality, realization, connection- so we want 

to give much space to hold awareness of and embody this new aspect. We can hold a posture, walk, 

move, express, or imagine this new stance on Being- and at times, the integration includes something 

that symbolizes or represents this new possibility.  
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Day 2: Co-Presence in WBF: The Alchemical power of the shared relational field 

 

Alchemical Transformation (AT) in WBF occurs within and is empowered by the relational field. Our 

shared Co-Presence, the energy, feelings and support that is expressed explicitly, and also transmitted 

implicitly, invites and allows the elixir of spirit to move through our living bodies. We will now explore this 

core dynamic within WBF Therapy. The alchemy between you and me, the ways our bodies experience 

the intertwining of vibrational forces, awakens the life-force, and empowers the deeper unfolding that is 

at the heart of AT. It is both a silent transmission of caring, love, acceptance, as well as explicit invitations, 

encouragements, and permission- as well as your Presence as an authentic embodied being that initiates 

and facilitates the alchemical process in WBF. The transformation happens of its own accord.  

 

I. Centrality of Grounded Co-Presence in the WBF process 

We are relational and interactive beings all the way from the cellular and tissue level to the most 

complex areas of our bodily-being-in-the-world. When in a state of Grounded Co-Presence, there is a 

natural attunement and alignment of our wholebody beings with each other. The interpersonal and the 

intrapersonal are part of one larger process, so as we connect inwardly to our inner space and outwardly 

to the environment, there is a mutual interweaving, a flow of energy, information and vitality between 

Grounded Presence (Being) and parts of Self that emerge into field of awareness. As therapist, we allow 

our bodily experiencing to attune and match to that of the client. In the larger space created by our 

shared being-together, we can both tap into the Source of Life Energy and Spirit. Our mirroring and inter-

connection allows clients to access deeper levels of body-intelligence, as there develops an implicit trust 

that the shared field of Co-Presence enables us to explore and journey in ways we could do alone. The 

therapist not only keeps company in an accepting and caring way, but also can sense something in the 

field that the client might miss, bringing awareness to what the body is doing, showing, implying  

Co-Presence begins with both client and therapist taking time to establish a connection of solid 

grounding in the body and in the environment, and with each other. This sense of felt connection allows 

for trust as well as an attuned resonance to be established between therapist and client. We trust that 

whatever emerges will naturally arise out of this ongoing felt connection, by staying in GP with the 

multiple channels of felt sensing. Words might come, as well as felt sensations, movements, gestures, 

posture shifts, images, meanings, etc. through connection with each other, the body-space and the whole 

environmental field.  
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II. General principles and modalities of Co-Presencing in WBFT 

 The main function of the WBF therapist is to accompany clients through the WBF journey- 

shepherding the body’s life-force as it stirs, opens and emerges. Co-Presencing is based on this core 

principle- follow what comes alive, welcome the body’s life-energy. Our caring, attuned, and accepting 

awareness in GP is the foundation of companioning- and the formation and maintaining of the shared 

relational space of G Co-P. There is a mutuality in this space of being-together, a sensitive awareness of 

the energy and information that is both received and transmitted back and forth in the relational field. In 

the shared space of G Co-P, we are both invited to come alive in the WBF process together- to be co-

affected. In addition to this fundamental importance of being-together in Co-P, there are some specific 

aspects, tools and modalities to enhance Co-Presencing in WBF.  

a.  Core aspects of WB Listening- receiving; resonating; & responding 

There are three core elements of WB Listening: 1) Receiving- taking time to let our whole body take in and 

be touched  by what Focusers’ body-feeling process is experiencing, expressing and doing;  

2) Resonating- inviting the body to more deeply experience what has been taken in.  Our whole body 

becomes a resonating instrument, a tuning fork of energy and spirit-the felt quality of vibrating, sensing, 

and attuning to a fuller range of currents that have been received.  

3) Responding- noticing how the body is already responding in a certain way, Responses in WBF are not 

just verbal reflections or replies, but also embodied ways of being-with the clients’ bodily process. This 

can naturally arise as a co-responding bodily (or verbal) expression, interaction or transmission.  

Basic response modes- general modalities of responding and their purpose 

In the space of Co-P, our bodies develop and maintain a sense of felt connection. All responses naturally 

emerge from this space- as an organic process that comes from receiving and resonating with the 

Focusers’ bodily process within one’s own body-space. What is important here is not just or primarily 

what we may say or do, but more so, how we are expressing what comes. We use our body as a 

resonating instrument that attunes to the energy and feeling qualities in the space of Co-P, with the main 

intent of shepherding the ongoing flow of energy, aliveness and bodily felt experiencing.  Thus, both our 

verbal and non-verbal responses are sensitively attuned to and matched with the clients’- including the 

rhythm, cadence, tonality and volume of our voice- and our body posture and movements synchronized.  
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Here are the 5 main response modes in Companioning a WBF process (in basic order of frequency of 

usage): as in all WBF communication, we invite (reflect; remind…), then wait and notice what comes next 

in response (how clients’ body reacts, feels, engages with). Then we receive, resonate and respond to 

that- thus the circular unfoldment of the Co-P process in WBF.  

a. Reflections- reinforce, amplify & empathize with what is already present in WBF process 

1) Saying back- some of the key words, phrases, images that have been verbally shared; this 

involves a felt sensing and matching of feeling qualities, tonality, vibrations etc.  

2) Playing back- we show what Focusers’ body has been doing (gestures; postures; facial 

expressions; movements). It is a mirroring through observing, embodying and synchronizing; 

3) Narrating- verbalizing (and sometimes showing) what is happening in the WBF process, 

especially if not yet acknowledged by Focuser- a caring voice affirming what is occurring. 

 

b. Invitations- ways to support and encourage the flow and coming alive of the WBF process. This is 

especially important as a way to begin allowing something to come and happen from within the 

body’s own inner intelligence and energy. 

 

c. Reminders- bring awareness to choices and perspectives that Focuser may not have in present 

awareness. Especially important if process feels overwhelming, caught up, stuck to recreate 

safety, support and containment.  

d. Suggestions- these are an offering of something that comes as a possibility or way of 

exploring/processing that could facilitate more life, or a new body-step emerging. These are 

always offered with the invitation to check inwardly with body to sense if it feels ok … 

 

e. Sharing- this is the most (inter) personal way of expressing what has come in response to 

Focusers’ process.  These are given only by asking if ok to share, and with full consent of Focuser. 

There are two basic forms of sharing: 

 
1) Being affected- a verbal and/or bodily expression of what has emerged within 

you during Focusers’ WBF session- e.g. feeling moved, touched, sensing an 

image, word, or sense of a possible story or meaning that has come  

2) Offering- sensing something (a type of interactive event; more specific form of 

support or assistance) that could facilitate a further unfolding or deepening.  
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Element #1: Establishing Grounded Co-Presence and WB Awareness in the shared space: We-Here 

At the start of a WBF session, we are preparing ourselves for the journey. This phase of 

preparation is essential for both therapist and client, prior to anything else that might emerge.  It is not 

recommended to “launch” immediately into a life issue, problem, symptom or pattern- without                

1) establishing Grounded Presence for both therapist and client (Grounded Co-Presence- G Co-P);            

2) opening WB Awareness to the physical body, inner felt body, environmental space and the larger field 

of energy and spirit and 3) allowing time to more fully experience the relational space between-us. When 

these 3 aspects have been more firmly established, then we have the foundation for the other phases of 

the WBF process. G Co-P becomes the anchor, touchstone and safe container for both Companion and 

Focuser, enabling us to experience a felt sense of safety, support, acceptance and caring.  This initial 

phase is crucial for being able to hold and comfortably be-with what emerges in a WBF process. It also 

allows us to access our Natural Body- i.e. the innate body of spirit- the Source of our body-intelligence. 

Otherwise, we tend to remain caught in Conditioned Body/Mind patterns. So the preparation involves a 

time for our body to settle into the shared space, to let the nervous system begin to calm, to slow down 

and to begin to allow our whole body of awareness to become more open, receptive and sensitive to the 

currents of information and energy that arise in the embodied relational space.  

G Co-P is the foundational aspect of the relational field in WBF. This provides a sense of 

containment as well as a sense of spaciousness- a holding of what comes as well as an openness to follow 

and engage with whatever emerges. We start by establishing a connection of solid grounding in the body 

and in the environment- then inviting ourselves to open our awareness to sense the relational space 

between us. Developing and deeply sensing the bodily felt connection between myself and the Focuser 

allows for trust and safety to be established. I try to convey a sense that “I (All-of-Me-Here in GP) am here 

for you,” and that I am open to whatever happens in just the way that it unfolds. The felt sense of 

embodied presence of the Companion becomes organically attuned to the embodied presence of the 

Focuser. It is holding this felt connection throughout a WBF process that enables our shared field to 

support the emergence of whatever else needs attention. WB Listening also emerges from the space of 

Co-P- in which I open my body space to first receive what is presencing from the Focuser’s body, let it 

register within my own body, as well as resonate with the energy, tonalities, vibrations and qualities being 

shown.  

As WBF therapist, I start by first letting my mind become more empty of expectations, agendas, 

formulas etc., to allow my body to become more grounded, supported, balanced and centered, and 
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finally, to invite my awareness to become more open, capable of receiving and attuning to bodily energy, 

sensations, vibrations, as well as an expanded capacity for observing, and attending to both larger 

physical movements as well as subtle stirrings of inner movement.  

We want to experience an active engagement with the whole field of awareness and 

experiencing during a WBF process. We first start with creating safety, then connection. So the Focuser is 

asked to notice the distance between us, so that there is a felt sense of just the right distance. This of 

course can shift and change during the WBF process. We ask if Focuser would like an attunement into 

grounding and whole body awareness (which we as Companion are doing as well), and if Focuser has any 

special request (such as silence, a lot of verbal feedback, is ok with Companion sharing what comes.). And 

I invite Focuser to let me know if there is a particular issue or situation needing attention- or if we wait to 

notice that the body brings to awareness of its own. Focusers don’t need to let me know the content of 

their issue, unless of course they want to do so. I also mention that Focusers can feel free to correct or 

ignore anything I share or do, if it doesn’t feel right or interferes with their wholebody process. We then 

take time to notice the felt sense of connection between us, and invite awareness of whatever in the 

whole field or environment can support the Focuser.  

What is essential in developing G Co-P is that we maintain our own embodied sense of Self. The 

challenge of companioning and the key to Co-P is the evolving capacity to hold an awareness of our 

wholebody self (GP) while at the same time being fully engaged and connected with the emerging life and 

bodily feeling process of Focuser. It is through maintaining this balance that we can Hold with Equanimity 

all that arises- and develop an intimate, close bodily connection without losing connection with our own 

embodied Self. This allows the alchemical forces to safely awaken and organically unfold.  

Exercise #1: Establishing Grounded Co-Presence- co-creating the embodied-relational space 

a. Setting up the space for a WBF session  
b.  Grounding and embodying Just Being-here: 1. Letting go into support structures;  

2. Sensing the other spaces- inner body (space within); environment (space around- physical 
room; larger sense of Nature, natural world…); relational (space between); and Spirit (energy-
space that interweaves through all others).  
3. Letting the nervous system calm- letting energy settle; move downward 
4. Letting your bodies unwind- invite body to do what it needs- stretch; yawn;  
5. Sense stirring of life-energy- feel body awakening; invite body to come alive     
6. Coming into GP- invite awareness of the WB- the felt sense of “Me-Here,” & “We-Here.” 
7. Being together in shared embodied space- Invite a felt sense of being here together.  
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Exercise #2:  Being-in GP- qualities that foster compassion and embodied resonance 

Let's take time to explore the bodily sense of the Focusing attitude. Invite your body to explore the 

embodied stance of being solid, neutral, open. Notice how your body stands (or sits) in this posture of 

open receptivity and welcoming, feeling relaxed, balanced, flexible. Invite a gesture and/or postural 

stance that might express and embody welcoming and compassion.  

As Companion, we take time to settle into Grounded Presence. We trust in the organism's self-

righting tendency, the life-forward movement that will naturally arise and unfold when we maintain the 

Focusing attitude of welcoming acceptance and caring-feeling Presence. Practicing Co-Presence means 

Just Being because we trust that the body-wisdom can generate words, interactions, awareness, and 

experiencing needed to carry forward and transform itself. We enter the space and embody the core 

attitudes of GP in WBF are: Non-Doing (not efforting or trying to make anything happen); Non-Pressuring 

(nothing needs or has to happen); and Not-Knowing (not having advanced knowledge of what actually will 

happen). As we relax into G Co-P, we follow the lead of the Focuser and their bodily process. Explore in 

yourself the bodily experience of the Core Attitudes- and some these qualities: humility, gentleness, 

flexibility, calmness, openness, accepting, caring, genuine, warmth, following…  

Practice: We are going to practice the core aspects of Co-Presence, starting with exploring the postures, 
gestures, voice tones, movements, that embody the Focusing attitude of nonjudgmental acceptance and 
welcoming all that comes to the our  field of awareness. Let's take time to explore the bodily sense of the 
Focusing attitude. Invite your body to explore the embodied stance of being solid, neutral, open. Notice 
how your body stands (or sits) in this posture of open receptivity and welcoming, feeling relaxed, 
balanced, flexible. Invite a gesture that might express welcoming with open-arms and gentle hands.  

 

Exercise #3- Developing WB Awareness- body as receptive and transmitting organ of life  

To companion a WBF process, we enter and co-create the space of Co-Presence- I.e. the inter-active and 

relational field of shared experiencing. Thus, both Focuser and Companion become organically attuned to 

the inter-change of bodily information and energy that naturally arises in the WBF session. As we 

maintain our wholebody in GP, we can allow our awareness the freedom to stay open to clients’ bodily 

process- just to follow along with and let our body become a part of the process. What presences in 

clients’ body is transmitted to the presence of the therapist- who then receives the transmission- and 

transmits back something in response. This is a bodily circular feedback loop of receiving, responding and 

transmitting back. It is essential to remember that our (gentle, soft, accepting, welcoming) attention 
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helps awaken and bring to life whatever it notices and acknowledges. So in this exercise, we will be 

practicing some ways to enhance our WB Awareness as Companion: 

a. WB awareness in relationship- let your awareness stay in connection with the 5 spaces and let 
the whole body become aware of itself in the session- just noticing what comes. 

b. Zooming in & zooming out- allow awareness to shift between zooming in- moving closer in- 
and zooming out- expanding outward to the relational field; notice if we can hold both;  

c. Receiving and transmitting energy- invite your body to become like a receptive container- to 
receive and feel what is presenting from clients’ process; also see if you can become more 
attuned to and aware of the qualities and sentiments you are transmitting from GPc.  

 

Element #2: Holding Space with Equanimity: Letting go and letting be- moving/feeling together 

In Phase 2 of the WBF process, we are entering into the body’s inner directed process. This phase marks 

the place of departure as we embark on the shared journey into the body’s life. We begin by connecting 

with ourselves and our partner in GP- then notice and/or invite the body to begin to awaken, to come 

alive in its own way. As we stay in felt connection with our own body and the bodily life of the Other, then 

we are both attuning to and tapping into that Greater Source of Intelligence and Spirit that flows through 

and animates all living beings. This phase involves both a natural, spontaneous and invited awakening of 

the body’s life energy and spirit- as we both connect with our body in GP- with the larger environmental 

spaces and most importantly, with each other. As therapist, we are learning to develop more trust in the 

body’s wisdom- both our own and clients’ so that we can more comfortably allow ourselves to let go into 

the body’s inner directed process (energy/sensations/movements…) and let be- accept and welcome 

what is emerging to be present just as it is. Our transmitting of these stances is crucial to convey our 

growing comfort with Holding Space with Equanimity.  

Equanimity involves a balanced state of non-interference with the natural flow of life energy 

through the living body. It literally means balanced, evenness, equality, impartiality, calmness of spirit 

(soul/ mind/body). Bodily equanimity thus is what naturally evolves out of our whole body in GP- a 

balanced, calm, centered, flexible, supported state in which we can observe and feel with gentle 

openness and acceptance. This state of awareness is the middle ground between suppression or “that’s 

not me,” and identification or “that is me.” Holding Space with Equanimity is fundamental to the process 

of Co-Presencing- being comfortable with giving permission for the body to come alive, to dance, sing, 

express, for energy to flow within and between, and enhanced freedom to feel, accept, hold and respond 

as needed in the situation. It also implies a release from judgements, expectations, mental labels, 
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evaluations, conceptual frames, and siding with one aspect or place over another. In essence, this space 

of Co-P is an openness to all that the body brings, shows, feels and is living in this moment, in this 

situation. This is key for WB alchemy- letting the body’s spirit/life-force come alive and transform itself. 

Exercise #1: Letting your bodies be and move together in shared space 

In Phase 2 of the WBF process, we are inviting and noticing the body coming alive, awakening to its own 

inner-directed process. At first, what emerges may be awareness of bodily tension, stresses, pains, inner 

sensations, thoughts, etc. We let them be here, and give room for both of us to let the body unwind and 

settle down into the shared space. Then we can consciously invite the body to move, feel, express from 

within its own inner wisdom- i.e. without deliberate effort or conscious control. This is the beginning of 

letting go. Then as the body begins to awaken to its space, environment and the relational field, we can 

observe and feel what starts to arise of its own accord. We then Hold Space (Make Space) for what is 

emerging just as it is showing itself- the sense of letting be. In this exercise, we are beginning to allow 

your bodies to let-be together in the space of G Co-P. So as Focusers’ body is invited to let go into 

supports, to come into its own GP, we then notice and invite the body to awaken, come alive, start to stir 

and unwind from within its own inner knowing and feeling. Companion invites and allows their body to 

also stir, come alive and move in felt connection with Focusers’ bodily energy. This is a beginning of 

experiencing G Co-P.  

Practice: Taking turns, as Companion, we will explore these elements of letting go and letting be. After 
inviting to come into GP and G Co-P, we can offer an invitation to Focuser to allow the body to unwind, to 
let the body come alive, and be aware of any stirrings of life-energy. Give much time and room for this 
process of the body coming-to-life. Hold Space for what is happening- providing a sense of containment.  

 

Exercise #2: Holding Space with Equanimity- keeping company with whole body process 

As WBF therapist, our main role is to be a real embodied presence- providing safety, support, empathic 

connection- and most importantly, containment. Holding Space from G Co-P allows our whole body and 

the whole space to function as a safe and supportive container for whatever emerges from the body’s 

living process. We are allowing our bodies in the shared field to become aware of the stirrings of inner-

directed energies, movements, impulses, vibrations, sensations- that start to emerge within the safe 

containment of G Co-P.  Learning to keep company, just letting- be with what comes in a whole body way 

is the core aspect of WB Companioning in Co-Presence. We gently strive to follow the flow of the WBF 

process- to take time and make room to fully receive and register the various currents of energy, 
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movements and information that organically arise- and to resonate by letting the body attune to and 

vibrate with the energy, feelings, and spirit of what is emerging.  

We will be practicing how to Hold Space with Equanimity, creating and maintaining a balanced, 

open and accepting stance to all that starts to arise- just as it comes to awareness. Companion uses their 

whole body to connect, receive and resonate with Focusers’ body-process. You can experiment with 

Holding Space through your center of being- the Hara- the meeting place of our vertical and horizontal 

axes of GP. This place, right below the navel area- functions like an invisible umbilical cord that feels the 

exchange of energies, and allows our bodies to safely co-resonate, experience the coming to life of our 

bodily being-together.  

Practice: Companion and Focuser will co-invite an experience of letting something come into being from 
within the body’s own inner directed wisdom. Simply Hold Space with Equanimity- in felt connection with 
Focusers’ body-process. Notice the sense of letting the body come alive without deliberate control or 
agenda. Stay aware of how their body naturally receives and resonates with Focusers’ bodily process- and 
the multiple currents of energy and information that arise in the shared space.  

 

Element #3: Dynamics of Holding Both: relating what comes with our awareness of G Co-P 

In Phase 3 of the WBF process, we begin to notice something more specific starting to emerge. 

From within the relational space of G Co-P, there naturally flows “that something” that wants attention. 

Or we can invite something to come from within the body’s own inner wisdom- about an issue, situation, 

pattern or symptom. Focuser consciously invites and maintains a bodily felt sense of both. It is the same 

attitude for Companion – holding both a felt sense of our own GP and at the same time inviting a bodily 

felt sense of what Focuser seems to be experiencing. We welcome what comes just as it is- and hold the 

attitude of curiosity, caring and welcoming for whatever is emerging into our shared field of embodied 

awareness. This phase of letting come invites a specific aspect of our whole body existence that is 

beginning to show itself. What comes has a life (direction/knowing/ purpose) of its own.  

By continuing to hold both in awareness (that includes the felt sense of the Co-P field), the body 

can reassess habitual ways of moving, holding and feeling. Grounding in the safety of our whole body in 

the present moment allows the body to continue to unfold and unwind itself in whatever ways it needs 

for its own healing and resolution. We are providing the conditions for blocked, stuck and traumatized 

places as well as automatic protective reactive patterns to reassess their ways of being and explore new 

possibilities for living. The newly emerging places sense their connection to our GP, and in this place of 
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contact, their consciousness interfaces with the body-wisdom that knows how to transform traumas and 

heal wounds. This is the Alchemical Transformation process as it comes alive and unfolds in sessions. 

The role of WBF therapist in facilitating Holding Both & supporting present awareness 

 The felt connection with our own body and with the body-feeling process of the Focuser is 

primary. YOU are there as a real person, a whole embodied being who is present, attuned and open to 

connect with the whole person of the Focuser. Our responses come from this deep listening and 

resonating with our whole body to the entire field of awareness, staying open to whatever may come 

from the Focuser's body-wisdom as well as our own experiencing process. Whatever we experience or 

whatever emerges into awareness is in some way connected to what the Focuser is experiencing. The 

collaborative relationship of two people both sensing into the space expands the amount of information 

and life energy that is activated. Listening from WB awareness sensitizes us to the full range of 

experiencing- environmental, gestural, postural, energetic and movement as well as inward felt sensing. 

We stay open to whatever might arise in the whole interactive field of co-Presencing, including possible 

leads to the emerging next step in the process (the wholebody's implying).  Not only reflecting, but also 

attuning to what might be missing, needed, or subtly emerging can facilitate the life-forward movement 

of the WBF process. 

  The WBF Therapist plays a crucial role in accompanying and facilitating the unfolding of 

something emerging in the WB field of awareness. There are times when this transitional phase can feel 

uncomfortable, painful, confusing, overwhelming, scary, etc, especially when there are two or more 

aspects coming forward at once, or something new and unfamiliar is happening. Here the role of the 

Companion is essential both as an added support and as a co-creator of the space. Thus, our own inner 

body wisdom may inform us of something that could facilitate staying in Presence with what is coming. 

One that is often helpful is inviting clients to check if they are ok being-with what is there. Another that 

can be particularly important is to remind clients that nothing happens without their consent, so that 

they have a choice to stop or can consciously give permission to allow what is coming to continue 

including to be more fully present. Of prime importance is the invitation to connect what is emerging to 

the Larger Whole, to GP, holding both in our awareness with equal regard and appreciation.  

Knowing how to be with what comes and how to facilitate its letting unfold seems to come 

directly out of the Holding Both experience itself. We become more sensitively attuned to and sensitive of 

the deeper felt sense of what is unfolding, giving much time and inviting more space for it to open further 
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into the shared field. Our awareness in G Co-P functions as this resonating instrument and tuning fork to 

feel the life-energy and spirit of what is unfolding. This inner bodily awareness shows us what to reflect 

and how to respond. As our bodies become more alive, more deeply connected and attuned, the nature 

and types of responses flow naturally out of the field of Co-P.  

The dynamic of Holding Both allows us to stay centered and grounded while also allowing the 

feeling/ movement/pattern to further open and shift or resolve from within itself. The more we maintain 

awareness of our whole body (Adult embodied self) and the whole field of environment as they interact 

with what is emerging, the more life energy and information opens to our consciousness in its own right 

way and time. This step is akin to communion, in that we establishing a communication link between the 

larger, Wholebody Self and the part that is needing, wanting attention. By trusting in Not-Knowing and 

Not-Doing, the body-wisdom is free to awaken and come alive, so that more information and greater 

space opens, and the felt sense of what is coming into consciousness unfolds more of itself. And in G Co-

P, both therapist and client are connecting their whole body self with that aspect coming into being. It is 

welcomed into the safe, warm and supportive space of our shared field.  

 This phase of WBF involves being with the not knowing – letting come what needs to happen 

from its own energy, welcoming and letting unfold- and inviting the new knowing that wants to emerge – 

a growing felt sensing of meaning in what is happening. New information about our life situation arises 

directly out of subtle body movements and felt sensations arising and opening further in the shared field.  

Our awareness of these inner directed movements and energies come from the dynamic of Holding Both 

in G Co-P. When therapist and client are Holding Both together, much more energy, information and 

awareness can emerge. Often we may sense and reflect something that our client was not aware of- and 

this adds to the fuller felt sense of what is unfolding.  Our direct participation in the unfolding life of the 

body is required.  Therapist, as Companion, along with clients, are both encouraged to remain present 

and observe the inner directed movements as they unfold very intentionally through the living body and 

shared space. A crucial aspect of Holding Both here is the importance of staying with and staying aware 

of what is unfolding. It is our participation in the unfolding of more life (information and vital energy) that 

enables this new life, this new aspect to explore its own possibilities.  If one is not present to this 

situation, if one does not choose to notice these subtle inner movements, it will be as though they have 

not occurred.   It is our noticing them that brings forward the new information and life energy contained 

within them. 
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Exercise #1: Developing capacity to observe and reflect what is coming and unfolding 

We will be exploring this aspect of Co-P through inviting clients to sense or invite something that wants 

attention into their own body-space and the shared field. Therapist can lead-in to establishing G Co-P, 

giving time for unwinding, letting bodies come alive. Then at some point, when it feels right, we can invite 

(or clients may already sense) the something that wants attention, that begins to show itself. We want to 

become aware of intentional movements, and sensations- something that feels like it is emerging from 

body’s inner knowing, and that has a direction, purpose and energy of its own. Take time to notice 

whatever comes into the field of awareness- including words, images, voice tones/messages, manner of 

speaking or presenting, movements/gestures, bodily shifts, etc. Let your body become attuned to the 

somatic, energetic and feeling currents of information as they naturally arise. We can invite Focuser to let 

more come and unfold, return awareness to GP, to the relational/ environmental space. We can also offer 

verbal reflections in harmonic resonance with the tonality and energy of what is unfolding. We can also 

provide narration of what we are observing- and if it feels right, can play back the whole body sense of 

what has emerged.  

Exercise #2:  Invitations that support the quality of Holding Both: waiting for more to come   

We will experience a round of WBF to practice ways to facilitate this quality of Holding Both.  From the 
place of Grounded Co-Presence, we can both sense what would support the emergent place/part on its 
journey of healing and transformation. The aim is to invite the Focuser to connect the felt sense of what 
is unfolding to the Whole, to our embodiment, to our shared awareness, so it feels safe and supported.  
As Companion, try to maintain a felt sense of GP and felt connection with the GP of the Focuser- so that 
consciousness can resonate with the whole field. See if you can embody and transmit the quality of 
patience, and the invitation to stay with and stay aware of what is unfolding- giving as much time and 
space as needed.  

 

Element #4:  Co-Holding the Embodied Moment: Letting new life form and take root as a body-step 

In Phase 4 of the WBF process, we have come to a place where something new has come, and has 

begun to form. This can be a new postural stance, a new way of moving, relating, expressing- a new way 

of holding awareness of oneself, a new embodied capacity. This is the stage in the WBF process in which 

our inner places, movements and bodily experiences have sufficiently unfolded to begin to inform us. We 

can sense how what has emerged is a direct showing and embodied living that is connected to clients’ 

story and life patterns. As the body is realigning itself, the field of G Co-P serves as a vehicle for directly 

living out and transforming some aspect of our inner drama and situations. This is usually when we can 

develop a deeper felt sense of the alchemy happening.  in the interactive relational field of G Co-P.  
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In the space of Co-P, our WB awareness can feel something shift in the relational field- a felt sense of 

something new having come to life, the whole body having formed a new way of being. The recognition is 

felt in both- and can have a profound effect in our bodies and in the relational space.  When we sense this 

new life with appreciative awareness, it can infuse its own consciousness into the deep marrow of the 

living body. In fact, in the intimate relational field of G Co-P, both therapist and client have been 

transformed by the alchemy of the WBF process.  

This new knowing will arise from the inner-direction of the living body with precisely the exact words 

and felt awareness that express far more than we thought we were initially aware of.  Felt sensing into 

the whole of oneself, from head to toe, and including the environmental connections to WB awareness, 

seems to make more information, more words, and more awareness. As this has formed, we want to take 

much time and invite our whole body to more fully inhabit the space of this new life. 

We are being informed about our life situation.  This is the process of bridging emergent new 

consciousness (new knowing) with existing awareness (the already known) of the living body.  The 

subjective inner state of “Not Yet Knowing” has begun relating to an emergent Wholebody Knowing about 

the situation.  Active consciousness is moving through the organism in a more complete way.   This is a 

place to ask a question to the inner Self about the situation or simply maintain the role of neutral 

observer in G Co-P.  New awareness merges with old awareness. There is space for the two perspectives, 

and a back and forth movement between the two unfolds in a very organic and surprising way. Our job is 

to not to interfere with this reorganization process.  We feel the alchemy happening within the body, 

which has a life of its own quite independently of our thoughts or interpretations.   

When new life has formed, we call this a body-step. It is not an action step in the world, nor a life 

decision, or a new behavior, habit etc. Rather a body-step is how the body has realigned itself, 

transformed and restored some part of its wholeness, recovered an aspect of its inner spirit, life energy- 

we become closer to living in our Natural Body.  Recognizing body-steps is an important function of the 

WBF therapist and is registered within our whole body in the space of G Co-P. A body-step is our 

awareness of something that has actually emerged and formed itself in the relational space. This 

awareness can happen any time during a WBF session-although usually toward the middle to latter part 

of the process. A body-step can be subtle, seemingly small – a slight shift of energy, a deeper tonality, a 

postural realignment, change in expression, flowing movement – or can be large – a new capacity to be 

with something, a release of long-held emotional/physical energies, a deep embodied realization, a new 

bodily stance on being.  
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As we begin to sense the coming and forming of the body’s next step, it is essential for us to 

receive and resonate this step, and respond in some way to affirm its presence. It is only through our WB 

awareness in G Co-P that we can acknowledge and more fully embody this step. By feeling more into this 

shift, the body-step, we take time to hold this in awareness- co-holding the embodied moment. Not only 

does this enable Focusers’ body to more deeply experience what has formed, it also enlivens and 

deepens the relational space.  

Because our ingrained habits and conditioned patterns are so strong, we need to invite and encourage 

much time to let the body more fully complete the process of integrating the new knowing and new life. 

We both shepherd and embody this coming into being, inviting clients to take much time to allow the 

new life to more fully take root. We breathe deeply. We welcome the sensations and awareness arising 

from this new possibility. This phase of the WBF Process needs to be allowed much time and room to fully 

complete itself.  The more patience and acceptance from our awareness in G Co-P connected to the 

larger spaciousness of the body –environment, the more we can fully embody, integrate and claim this 

new life energy and way of being that has formed itself.  

So as therapist, we invite both to pause, to honor and cherish the body-step, to allow what has 

emerged and formed to more fully take root in our whole body. It is a sacred moment of being-together 

in which both you and I can truly welcome and let integrate the new life, the body’s next step. The 

journey is often challenging, bumpy, scary, and yet also courageous, vulnerable and beautiful. The fruit of 

the Alchemical Transformation process in WBF happens when we both have successfully shepherded this 

new life into existence, to have traveled together through the living body and the larger environment to 

recover some aspect of our wholeness- of the body’s spirit. This is something to savor, celebrate, honor 

and receive with gratitude. We can spend time offering our caring G Co-P to this awareness of new 

knowing, new consciousness, new possibilities, inviting them to be more fully felt through the whole 

body. 

By the end of this rich and deeply embodied process, we have begun to feel the gold, i.e. the 

coming of more life, the deepened connection with spirit, the development of our mature, whole human 

body. The transformed body now can provide the support, resources and aliveness that has been cut off 

or trapped within our patterns. Now it is freed, liberated, so that we have more access to a range of 

possibilities, a fuller, richer, more loving space to embody and live forth in the world. We come to know 

our own embodied humanness in a deeper way as a result of this process. The new consciousness that 
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came brought with it information not only about resolving a past trauma, but more so, recovering parts of 

ourselves, our spirit, the Natural Body.  

Exercise #1: Embracing the body-step- welcoming the new life that has come 

By staying in GP, as Companion you may notice or feel some type of positive shift in Focuser's bodily 
energy process- the coming and forming of a body-step. This could a breath, a sigh, something easing, 
more aliveness, a different movement, new life energy, postural adjustment, change in voice tone, etc. 
Here are some ways to facilitate the recognition and embracing of this body-step, the new life that has 
come. 

a. Recognize- bring to awareness Reflect back to Focuser what you have observed/sensed perhaps 
finding words, images, postures/positions, energies that demonstrate the body – step.  

b. Invite to pause Taking time to sense more into the body – step, holding in your shared awareness, 
staying connected with the whole feel of this new possibility. 

c. Welcoming what has come Holding with caring, gentle, appreciative awareness together; 
celebrating and embracing this new being that has arrived. 

d. Inhabit the space of new life Letting our bodies more fully experience and incorporate the new life 
that has come.  

e. Feel its significance Stay connected to the felt sense of what has come; invite more to show itself, 
to feel the new life; to be informed and moved by its coming into being. 

 
 
Exercise #2: Co-Holding the Embodied Moment- letting new life take root 
 
As a final aspect of the WBF process, we want to hold and more fully connect with this new life in order 
for it to take root in our whole body and energy field. Taking root means to become more fully embodied, 
established, to take hold in our whole way of being and experiencing, to enter into and live out of the 
new life energy and spirit that has come. Companion helps create the space by giving notice that a 
session is nearing its end- and that we may want to give time to more fully sense what has formed. Here 
are some specific invitations” 
 

a.  Allowing to rest See if we can give permission to begin to pause, to let our body rest, and 
bring gentle awareness to all that has come 

b. Sensing the new life energy Let’s invite our WB awareness to more fully 
experience this new embodied way of being 

c. Co-embodying the new life/spirit- Enter this new space together, gathering up all that has 
emerged, and inviting a way we can live this further in our relational space. 

d. Holding the embodied moment together/letting become more rooted- We can return 
awareness to G Co-P, and let this new life take root; a sacred moment in which the new life 
becomes more integrated into the body and awareness 

e. Dynamic stillness- We can invite our body to find its own right way to reach a stopping place, 
giving room for anything else that it needs to do or show; and take a moment of stillness.  
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Day 2: Alchemical Transformation in WBF:  Further awakening and unfolding of the body’s life & spirit 

 In the long-term practice of WBF therapy, we will inevitably recognize and encounter places within 

our body where we can sense blocked or stuck energy, repetitive patterns and ingrained inner parts of 

ourselves. Often these inner beings “announce” their presence through felt sensations, images, 

symptoms, certain gestural or physical movements, postural stances and corporeal images. The deeper 

we immerse in the body’s life, through inhabiting our body’s inner spaces, while holding what comes with 

equanimity and caring, the more will wounded, traumatized and undeveloped places feel safe enough to 

emerge into our shared awareness. This is a foundational aspect of WB Transformation- we don’t look for 

or go into these exiled or wounded places. Rather, these inner beings will naturally come to us when they 

feel welcomed, accepted just as they are, and allowed to show themselves in the shared field of Co-

Presence without any expectations. The movement “back to ourselves” as we discussed above is all that 

is necessary, i.e. letting the body’s symptoms, images, feelings, movements call us back to scenes, events, 

situations, environments, interactions where these being were formed. We dwell here until these places 

naturally come alive. It is the heeding of the call that initiates the journey back, and at the same time, 

energizes the body’s life to begin to move forward.  

 WB Alchemical Transformation is thus a process of the deeper unfolding of the body- and all of its 

inner inhabitants. It starts when we acknowledge and welcome an inner place, pattern, symptom, part of 

the body, etc. This step of acknowledging, welcoming and then pausing to immerse our awareness in 

what has shown itself (deeply inhabit and dwell with inner places) initiates the unfolding process. We 

then follow the body’s pathway through its coming alive, awakening inner directed energy and 

movements, and bringing to awareness what our body is carrying and experiencing. In WBF, deeper 

unfolding has three interrelated aspects:  

1) Opening- when we invite the body to show or do something from its own inner wisdom and 

knowing, it often begins to spread out, to open upward and outward from a more curled in or 

contracted position. Other aspects of opening involve: expanding our inner space and physical 

embodiment; postural shifts; stretching; unfurling the body through movement and gesture; 

unwinding (unraveling; undoing; releasing) tightly held and blocked energy. There is a gradual and 

expanding emerging of a fuller range of feelings, sensations, movements, and aliveness that 

become awakened and open out into our shared space. Thus we become attentive to these 

incipient openings, as a new beginning, an outset of something coming alive. 
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2) Revealing- through the process of bodily unfolding, there is a gradual disclosing of embodied 

information. The body process reveals to awareness a sequence of events, stories, aspects that 

have been hidden or covered up. Thus the body naturally will remove coverings and bring into 

view situations, events, memories and places within us- i.e. to make known through the 

wholebody process that which is needed for healing, and transformation. The body process can 

show, demonstrate or present directly to awareness what has happened, what is missing and thus 

what is needed for its own healing and growth. Often what is revealed are precise places, events, 

dynamics, and interactions where parts of our spirit (life-energy) was lost or blocked from 

expression.   

3)  Developing- as the living body more deeply unfolds, it is also going through a process of evolving, 

progressing, developing itself into more integrated ways of being. We can notice and also help 

facilitate the development and growth of parts of ourselves through playing out their inner 

dramas, animating the life-energy of these places, and letting them manifest themselves through 

their own inner knowing and feeling, This is an organic process of allowing what needs to happen 

to emerge, blossom, and work themselves out- through creating opportunities for them complete 

what has been incomplete or blocked. The body’s deeper unfolding is thus a natural process of 

striving to develop more fully into its wholeness and to bear fruit from its rootedness in Being.  

Embodied dramatization: creating and enacting transformational scenes    

 One of the core tools of WB Alchemical Transformation is that of embodied dramatizations. We 

begin by animating the body’s life, through inviting awareness to first inhabit, then let emerge and third, 

play out one or more of our inner beings. To dramatize is to bring life to an aspect of our bodily existence, 

an inner place, both as a way of knowing this place from within our own body, and also of living further 

this part of ourselves. When we perform or dramatize, we are also bringing more aliveness to this place. 

This can be done via creative embodied imagination- inviting and allowing to be felt and play itself out in 

imaginal space. Here we can create new environments, allow for wild, and playful expression and explore 

aspects of self that might feel quite uncomfortable if not prohibitive in physical space. We can also invite 

and allow spontaneous expressions of energy and impulses in a play space- both ourselves and in 

interaction with Companion. Thus dramatizing is a playful expression and interactive engagement that 

allows the body to show, feel, express and enact our inner dramas in a safe, supportive and engaging 

space. This practice is a powerful way to facilitate and enhance the body’s natural unfolding.  
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 There are several possible ways to create embodied dramatizations as a way to facilitate deeper 

transformation. They allow the body to reorganize and transform itself in ways that might not be possible 

otherwise. These dramas allow places in us to become more animated and thus to bring more life, 

awaken latent energy, shift its direction and invite an intensity of feeling and playfulness. In this process: 

1. The body transforms itself- new life energy Is enabled to flow where it has been blocked, allowing 

it to be welcomed, inhabited and expressed in new ways.  

2. Places can explore their own possibilities- energy and impulses are invited to move outward into 

expression, freeing up places to develop new capacities, and explore new ways of being;  

3. Life-energy and spirit are rejuvenated and restored- through inward imagination and outward 

expression, the body feels rejuvenated, recovering its natural spiritedness.  

4. Blocked energy and stuck places can be freed and released- we rework how something happened, 

replay how it should have happened, releasing blocked energy, completing unfinished situations. 

Principles of deeper unfolding: important aspects of Alchemical Transformation in WBF 

1. Letting the body lead the way- we allow the body process to open and unfold from within its own 

inner directed life energy and wisdom; we learn to trust in the body’s natural striving for healing, 

wholeness and recovery of spirit.  

2. Inviting and waiting for the body to respond- we don’t direct the body to do or show anything; 

rather, as an indirect method, we always invite the body, then wait until the body responds in its 

own way and in its own time; 

3. Giving much time and all the room needed for the body process to unfold- we attune to and follow 

the body’s own pace and inner rhythm; we also respect and adhere to the bodily order of what 

emerges; 

4. Allowing for deep immersion and inhabiting of each aspect, inner place and scenario-  we invite 

awareness to deeply immerse in each place and scenario that shows itself; it is through this 

embodied inhabitation that we feel places and parts from within; 

5. Letting each aspect complete its own opening, revealing and developing- we provide all the 

support, permission, and safety that allows each place to open outward, reveal itself, and being 

able to develop more fully into its self;  
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6. Each step/phase must be fully experienced and embodied before the next one arises- we allow each 

aspect and step to be more fully felt and known; when each step is deeply experienced, 

embodied, and integrated, then the next aspect naturally emerges; 

7. Pausing and embodying the transformation- the new form, configuration, integration-we take time 

to pause and embody each moment or experience of transformation; we want to let ourselves 

body forth this new configuration and WB integration; and to more fully embrace the restored 

sense of spirit and wholeness. 

Each step or phase of the deeper unfolding enables the body to: .1 bring something new to life; .2 

return places to their natural condition or original state; .3 reclaim fuller sense of capacities and 

qualities; .4 renew and rejuvenate loss strengths, animations and power; .5 regain vigor, energy & 

spirit; .6 realign itself in a new form, stand in a different way.  

There are two core “movements” or spirals in this phase of Alchemical Transformation. One is the 

movement of involution, being called back, drawn inward and downward into the depths of our 

body’s patterns. It is essential that we follow this pathway inward, to immerse in the body’s life, to 

more fully and deeply experience the undercurrents of energy, feelings, sensations that dwell there. 

It is a sacred space, entering the inner sanctum of our body’s depths that has carried wounds, 

traumas, unexpressed pains, angers, grief, as well as unlived joy, aliveness and creativity. The WBF 

process of waiting is the key- just staying with and allowing what is there to be encountered and felt 

as fully and deeply as needed. Only then, in their own way and time, will these inner places and 

patterns start to open outward, moving naturally into expression and embodied interaction.  

1.. Immersion: preparing for the ‘action’ by going inward into the body-space 

a. allow the body to inhabit the space of this being; 

b. let body form itself to the shape, posture, outward stance of this being 

c. invite awareness to feel its inner life- impulses, energy, emotional qualities, spirit.  

2.  Emersion- letting move outward into expression and interaction 

       a. invite to let it open outward- to flow from within its own life energy 

       b. give space and permission for expression- freedom to move, sound, feel, say, do  

       c. can create an interaction with Companion- play out together; play another part; 
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Principles of deeper unfolding: some of the important stages of Alchemical Transformation 

1. Letting the body lead the way- we allow the body process to open and unfold from within its 

own inner directed life energy and wisdom; we learn to trust in the body’s natural striving for 

healing, wholeness and recovery of spirit.  

2. Inviting and waiting for the body to respond- we don’t direct the body to do or show anything; 

rather, as an indirect method, we always invite the body, then wait until the body responds in its 

own way and in its own time; 

3. Giving much time and all the room needed for the body process to unfold- we attune to and 

follow the body’s own pace and inner rhythm; we also respect and adhere to the bodily order of 

what emerges; 

4. Allowing for deep immersion and inhabiting of each aspect, inner place and scenario-  we invite 

awareness to deeply immerse in each place and scenario that shows itself; it is through this 

embodied inhabitation that we feel places and parts from within; 

5. Letting each aspect complete its own opening, revealing and developing- we provide all the 

support, permission, and safety that allows each place to open outward, reveal itself, and being 

able to develop more fully into its self;  

6. Each step/phase must be fully experienced and embodied before the next one arises- we allow 

each aspect and step to be more fully felt and known; when each step is deeply experienced, 

embodied, and integrated, then the next aspect naturally emerges; 

7. Pausing and embodying the transformation- the new form, configuration, integration-we take 

time to pause and embody each moment or experience of transformation; we want to let 

ourselves body forth this new configuration and WB integration; and to more fully embrace the 

restored sense of spirit and wholeness. 

Each step or phase of the deeper unfolding enables the body to: .1 bring something new to life; .2 

return places to their natural condition or original state; .3 reclaim fuller sense of capacities and 
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qualities; .4 renew and rejuvenate loss strengths, animations and power; .5 regain vigor, energy & 

spirit; .6 realign itself in a new form, stand in a different way.  

There are two core “movements” or spirals in this phase of Alchemical Transformation. One is the 

movement of involution, being called back, drawn inward and downward into the depths of our 

body’s patterns. It is essential that we follow this pathway inward, to immerse in the body’s life, to 

more fully and deeply experience the undercurrents of energy, feelings, sensations that dwell there. 

It is a sacred space, entering the inner sanctum of our body’s depths that has carried wounds, 

traumas, unexpressed pains, angers, grief, as well as unlived joy, aliveness and creativity. The WBF 

process of waiting is the key- just staying with and allowing what is there to be encountered and felt 

as fully and deeply as needed. Only then, in their own way and time, will these inner places and 

patterns start to open outward, moving naturally into expression and embodied interaction.  

      1.. Immersion: preparing for the ‘action’ by going inward into the body-space 

a. allow the body to inhabit the space of this being; 

b. let body form itself to the shape, posture, outward stance of this being 

c. invite awareness to feel its inner life- impulses, energy, emotional qualities, spirit.  

 

     2.  Emersion- letting move outward into expression and interaction 

       a. invite to let it open outward- to flow from within its own life energy 

       b. give space and permission for expression- freedom to move, sound, feel, say, do  

       c. can create an interaction with Companion- play out together; play another part;  

 

 

Phase #1- Returning- the body calls us back to in-form us of the pattern 

In Phase #1 of WB AT, we start from whatever pattern we have chosen to explore and have 

invited to unfold in the WBF process. We call this phase returning as it marks the place of the first thread 

of the natural movement of life-energy and spirit- i.e. bringing us back to ourselves, to become more 

aware of how the body lives this pattern. As is implied in the word, to return is to “turn back, or turn 

around,” thus moving awareness back into our selves. This is the core movement of involution described 
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above. Our symptoms, pains, patterns, stances, reactions are really ways that places in us call us back, in 

the dual sense of recalling, i.e. leading us back into our body; taking us back to an origin or source of a 

pattern; and as a kind of remembrance, a way of honoring how places in us have suffered by re-collecting 

what has happened (and is happening). In phase #1, we let the body in-form us- show us how a pattern 

formed- and how it is still functioning as part of our wholeness. 

 We will begin the journey by taking much time to sense and enter into the body’s life. Each of the 

steps below are aspects of this initial phase. Although any WBF session can move through all 4 phases of 

the unfolding process, it is most important that we spend much time in this phase of Returning. The 

longer and more deeply we allow awareness to move into the depths of our body, the more is the 

doorway open for spirit to enter- and to become more fully informed about our pattern (and its inner 

places). As Focuser and Companions, we invite the process to slow down so we can more fully embody 

and experience each aspect just as it comes to awareness. And although each phase is marked by “steps,” 

they don’t necessarily follow in this precise order nor are they always separate aspects. What is most 

important is that in that we attune to and follow the body’s own order, so that whatever comes alive or 

shows itself be given space to be welcomed and invited to be here just as it is. So these steps are really 

guidelines or possible ways to help facilitate the body’s unfolding in each phase of the process.  

 

Step #1:  Following the body’s “homing” instinct- letting the body lead us back 

After we establish Grounded Co-Presence (G Co-P) and perhaps provide a lead-in to the body, we 

may notice either immediately or after a short while, that the pattern we have invited to be explored will 

begin to show itself. Oftentimes, the body discloses various aspects or currents of energy and 

information- such as felt sensations, inner directed movements, gestures, physical motion, images, etc. 

We invite our WB Awareness to follow these currents or channels of energy as potential leads toward 

bring us back to that which needs attention and healing. This is especially important when a movement, 

gesture, image, bodily feeling seems to be recurring and feels strong. Bodily leads are portals, doorways 

into the deeper realms of what the body is carrying and wants to show us- as significant aspects of the 

pattern being explored. If we follow the thread of these currents back inward and downward, they 

function as a kind of homing instinct, bringing us back toward the source or origin of a pattern.  
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Here are some suggestions:  

a. Follow the body’s lead and direction; 

b. Let it guide us toward connecting with a lost or wounded self;  

c. Allow what is happening to show itself- how it is carried in the body;  

d. Be aware of more than one current or force- and allow all to be present; 

e. Keep following this thread as it can take us back to where it was formed. 

Step # 2: Inviting and waiting for the body to respond in its own way and time 

 As a corollary to step #1, in this first phase we want to invite ourselves (Focuser and Companion) 

to slow down, and allow a lot of time and space for each aspect to be more fully acknowledged, felt and 

followed. WBF is an indirect method, i.e. we don’t do or ask anything directly, but rather we invite the 

body wisdom to show us in its own way and time. Thus it is particularly crucial here that we have patience 

and hold a calm, engaged presence so that the body (and especially in relation to ingrained patterns, 

wounded places) to be allowed to open and show themselves when they are ready. And if places are 

already showing themselves in a strong way, then we always check if this seems ok with Focuser, and 

hold in our G Co-P.  

 Here are some suggestions: 

a. Always offer an invitation to the body in a caring, open and gentle manner; 

b. Wait for the body to awaken and respond in its own way and time; 

c. Give as much room and time as the body needs to feel safe and supported; 

d. Pay close attention to micro-movements- subtle energies; details of felt qualities; 

e. Attune to the body’s right rhythm and pace- staying with each nuance just as it is.  

Step #3: Going down into the body’s depths- immersion in what has been folded in 

 We follow what the body is showing and doing, holding it in our G Co-P, as a pathway inward and 

downward, letting awareness become more immersed into what has been folded within the body. While 

so doing, we can also hold awareness of the larger spaces of the environment, the shared relational field, 

the flow of spirit and the wholebody in GP as resources and supports for this deepened immersion. As we 

go deeper into the body’s inner sanctums, we can invite the sense that we are entering sacred space, the 

temple where much of our life’s sufferings as well as hidden joys have been stored.  
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Here are some suggestions:  

a. Let awareness travel down and within the body’s inner space; 

b. Sense and more fully inhabit places and aspects that we discover or uncover; 

c. Rediscover parts or aspects that had been suppressed or covered over; 

d. Be led to the source of a pattern, stance, blockage or symptom; 

e. Spend much time dwelling & exploring there- feel its energy, purpose and distress. 

 

Step #4: Moving toward the threshold- entering into the body’s story 

 By following and immersing in the body’s inner currents, we often come to an edge, a threshold 

where we encounter two or more aspects at work in the pattern. It is here that we can more fully 

experience the point of blockage or stuckness that has formed the pattern.  This is the significant place to 

pause as we are now entering into the body’s inner sanctum. This is the sacred space that holds and has 

stored our darkest and densest energies. We want to sanctify this space- and dwell here as long as 

necessary for the energy and spirit to awaken.  

 Here are some suggestions:  

a. Stay aware and engaged with this in-between state- point of blockage or stoppage; 

b. Receive & inhabit what we find there- deeper attuning, resonating and ingesting;  

c. Enter more deeply into the body’s story- images, memories, scenes, situations, etc.  

 

 

Phase #2- Re-emerging- the body comes alive to re-form the pattern 

 Once we have established a solid connection with our WB self and each other in G Co-P, we can 

more fully enter into and inhabit the place of the threshold, the body’s edge of the pattern.  This is the 

beginning of Phase #2, the part of the WB Transformation process when aspects of our body’s life begin 

to awaken and re-emerge.  Emergence is the WBF process of letting come and letting places show more 

of themselves. It is equivalent to what we earlier called evolution, the very beginning of the body’s 

unfolding process. Thus in this phase, more of what our body has been storing, what has been folded 

within, begins to come into view, to appear, become more visible. Emergence means: 1. Arising and 

coming forth out of immersion from being concealed, imbedded or hidden; 2. Becoming more apparent, 

more prominent, more important- coming into view; 3. Becoming known- more revealed, disclosed, more 
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conscious; and 4. Coming into existence- something coming into being, developing, growing, living 

through a difficult experience.  

The process of new aspects emerging into awareness often brings new and deeper awareness of 

inner feelings, traumas and blocked energies- as well as new life and spirit coming into and through body. 

As we enter more deeply into this phase, there is a period when we can feel quite uncomfortable, if not 

very disoriented. Thus, it is crucial to spend much time allowing and welcoming this period- as our usual 

reactive and conditioned patterns will try to foreclose, fix, judge, or “do” something to feel better, to get 

out of this very challenging disorientation. This period must be approached and allowed to unfold as 

slowly, gently, and carefully as possible- dipping into it little bits at a time until our whole body in G Co-P 

feels safe, secure and has the supports it needs to continue to allow what is emerging to open further.  

This is the body bringing us closer to the healing “crisis,” to the places of deep pain- and to 

something new coming. Before the body can begin the upward journey of re-forming our patterns, it first 

takes us through a process of un-forming the way it has been carried. The un-forming is really the pattern 

opening up and showing more of itself. This can feel quite unfamiliar and often very frightening, as it can 

seem to places in us that their very survival or life is being threatened. It is here that the dynamic of 

Holding/Embodying Both can be essential in allowing us to move through this very challenging 

transitional period. Often there is an awareness of feelings and embodied memories coming forth out of 

deep immersion in places within us that have carried traumas, wounds, suffering. These places have lived 

in a kind of “suspended animation” so that the process of them “coming more alive” often feels quite 

disturbing to our usual conscious way of embodying our being. It is crucial here that Companion and 

Focuser maintain their G Co-P, their close, engaged, and safe bodily felt connection- to hold space, to 

provide support, to sense the right pace and to contain all the feelings and aspects that are emerging. 

This will allow what is opening and unfolding to feel safe and for us to not become overwhelmed by what 

may be emerging through the body. Frequent reminders of GP, of support within, around and between us 

can be invaluable in transitioning through this phase. 

And it is here that we can develop a deepened trust in the body-wisdom. Our body’s spirit and 

intelligence will bring to awareness and show us that which we are ready to know and handle at any 

moment. Thus we don’t need to push, fix, do or effort- because the spirit of the body will be working on 

our behalf for healing and transformation at all times. This phase is thus the often bumpy journey from 

informing to un-forming stuck or repetitive patterns.  
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Step #1:  Dwelling at the threshold- staying at the edge of the body’s energy  

It is crucial in Phase #2 to allow ourselves to stay connected with the threshold, the edge where 

the body has taken us. This is its ground of being, the place in the body where the pattern has formed and 

been carried. As we stay in G Co-P, the shared field of the co-embodied connection between us becomes 

all the more important. The main invitation here is for us to “Just Be Here together, and stay connected” 

at this edge. As mentioned earlier, the tendency for places in us to want to rescue, fix, do, label, judge etc 

is quite strong especially when the body-process begins to feel wobbly and highly unfamiliar. Pacing and 

rhythm is quite necessary- so that we also want to sense the vibrations and energy that might feel 

pressured, rushing, overwhelmed, or shutting down. Then we can check to invite ourselves to slow down, 

step back, reconnect with the whole body, the environment, each other, etc. In addition to Holding 

Space, we also can hold the line, which means staying engaged with the thread of what is emerging. The 

thread is also a “life-line,” a kind of safety net, the alchemical umbilical cord of the body’s life-giving spirit. 

 Here are some suggestions:  

a. Immersing and inhabiting the body’s pattern at this edge; 

b. Waiting for something to awaken and open from within its own life-energy; 

c. Help support staying connected and staying with the unstable/uneasy feeling; 

d. Holding space to allow ourselves to stay with what is happening; to let it come; 

e. Holding the line- staying connected with the thread of spirit-body unfolding. 

Step #2: Making room for more to open and come forth on its own 

 We can also invite as much room and space as well as all the time needed for the body to open 

and show more of what is emerging.  As what opens and shows itself may feel vey uneasy, unfamiliar or 

anxious, we often need to first create a very large, safe and supportive space- that can include all the 

resources, supports and energies of spirit, each other, nature etc. Each opening can then have more 

room and be allowed its own place on the stage, without pressure, rushing or evaluating. We just allow it 

to be here just as it is and when ready, to show its part in the pattern we are exploring.  

 Here are some suggestions: 

a. Invite the body to allow each aspect of the pattern to have its own space;  

b. Feel and welcome awakening and coming alive of each place; 

c. Follow the thread of movements, impulses, energy, vibrations, sensations; 

d. Allow the body to continue to show more- unfold the pattern in its own way.  
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Step #3: Moving deeper into the pattern: letting places explore and express themselves 

 As the pattern begins to open, ‘un-form,’ and show more of what is there, there may be 

undercurrents of feelings, intentions, energies that start to emerge. All long-term patterns have at least 

two or more forces or vectors impinging on the body- so that unpacking the pattern means giving each a 

separate space and permission to explore themselves. This is where the aspect of Holding and Embodying 

Both can be most helpful- sometimes essential- to allowing the body to continue to unfold and unwind 

the patterned way of being. Of special importance here is letting the body show its “nay,” inviting places 

to disclose what has been “not right.”  

Here are some suggestions:  

a. Sensing & welcoming two or more entities- forces; inner places; energies; 

b. Holding/Embodying Both- letting each part have its own space to be embodied; 

c. Inviting places to show and express what has felt “not right;” 

d. Allowing places to imaginatively and/or physically express themselves more fully. 

 

Step #4: - Letting the body begin to release- to develop ways to free itself  

 A final step involves the importance of giving space and providing opportunities for the body (i.e. 

places within us) to more fully release itself from the “entrapment” of its conditioned patterning. This can 

involve playful and imaginative ways to free parts of us, to begin to feel their own freedom and 

possibilities, and allow the body to shape (re-form) itself to hold this new energy. Often, the body’s re-

emerging of energy moves us into postures, gestures and feelings that are re-collections of old scenes, 

younger parts of ourselves and family dynamics. These can be invited to be present, to be more fully felt 

and to re-live, not only how it happened, but also to live further, to co-enact a drama of how it should 

have happened.  

Here are some suggestions: 

a. Co-creating opportunities to help free blocked energy and trapped places; 

b. Inviting places to begin to live further beyond the old patterned ways; 

c. Allowing deeper permission to move, act and flow more freely; 

d. Giving body all the room it needs to begin to stretch out, loosen, expand itself.  
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Phase #3- Restoring- allowing the body to form a new way of being 

 As we have continued to allow the body to open and show us our patterns, much has been 

unfolding and emerging. By maintaining Grounded Presence and bodily felt connection with ourselves, 

each other, we can safely and slowly traverse the unstable and uncomfortable phase of un-forming and 

re-forming our ingrained patterning. Phase 2 initiated the process of emergence, of evolution- as the 

body’s deeper unfolding has been opening, revealing and developing itself more fully into itself. In Phase 

3, we will be carrying further the body’s deeper unfolding toward new ways of being and retrieving 

qualities and aspects of our whole being. This phase entails a deeply felt process of Restoring- the body 

renewing its spirit, and inviting spirit to rise and ascend through the body. We follow the other thread of 

the body’s “yea,” its evolutionary movements and striving toward what does feel right and whole.  

To restore means to: 1. Bring back to life- to return to life; to bring alive qualities and capacities of 

our whole embodied being; rejuvenate; empower; strengthen; 2. Return to an original condition- to repair 

and renew our body back to its natal pristine state; to re-establish aspects of self that had been depleted 

or lost; 3. Put back in possession of- to regain and reclaim qualities that were lost, taken away, or 

suppressed. As its root meaning implies, restoring means finding again, or bringing back again. And to 

store, had the original sense of a “treasure,” “of collecting precious objects” for safekeeping and future 

usage. So when the body restores itself, in effect it is re-finding and re-collecting the precious gifts (of 

spirit, of soul) that have been stored in hidden or obscure regions awaiting to be re-found and re-claimed. 

This is the essential dynamic of Phase 3- as the body is re-forming its old patterning into a renewed way 

of being- with more aliveness, and moving more into re-alignment with its Natural state. 

In Phase 3, we go through a period of birthing, as we uncover nascent places just beginning to 

come into their own life, as well as to discover/create (re)new(ed) possibilities for bodying forth in the 

world. The body becomes pregnant with new life incubating and gestating so we slowly help there with 

and bring into life this new being. The phase of restoring thus involves retrieving the life-energy held 

within patterns as well as getting back and reclaiming the life qualities and capacities that had been held 

in suspended animation. The relational space of Gr Co-P becomes the incubator for the alchemical 

metamorphosis, the transmutation into a new, more integrated body being gestated.   

The period of “pregnancy” brings us to a new edge or threshold- that point of being in-between 

two ways of being. The new life is growing and developing in the “womb” of our body, while our outer 

(Adult) self needs to develop and embody the skills, capacities and stances that will carry this new being 
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into the world. And we may also encounter places in us that feel uneasy, even threatened by the new life 

forming. Thus, a crucial aspect in Phase 3 is that of bridging, of providing pathways and supports to allow 

the transition from the familiar old patterning to the unfamiliar new possibilities that are forming. The 

phase of Restoring allows the body to more fully complete the process of unwinding and transforming.  

The body can renew itself, to retrieve capacities and qualities that had been foreclosed, or undeveloped- 

ultimately to recover our spirit and restore the Natural Body, into being in the world.  

 Our main emphasis is to notice, invite, allow and embody all the ways that the way is moving 

toward its more right way of being. And to sense the qualities of heart and soul, and the energy of spirit 

that has been imbedded within old patterns, now more released and available to be bodied forth. We also 

need much time to learn, practice, and inhabit the new life that is forming – to allow our whole body to 

more fully incorporate what is emerging into itself. 

Step #1:  Bridging between familiar & unfamiliar patterns- holding space & holding the thread 

 This is a crucial aspect of this phase, as we need to provide links, pathways to allow safe passage 

from one way to another. A bridge is a connecting link between two land masses, over a body of water- 

so the WB process of bridging allows two seemingly separate places or opposing forces to reconnect; to 

enable aspects of self to reunite; to allow a smooth transition into a new phase of living. Another form of 

bridging is a handle, i.e. something to hold onto while the body is traversing into new possibilities of 

being. A handle can be a specific object, an imaginary presence, our shared co-presence, a reminder of 

trust in the body-wisdom and spirit. In addition, a powerful handle can be our holding the thread of what 

is unfolding – like holding an invisible umbilical cord between ourselves, and as a conduit for the infusion 

of spirit into the body. Companions are invaluable here both as engaged embodied presences- to hold the 

space, provide support, encouragement, permission, pacing and guidance. In addition, Companions can 

offer specific bridging and linking- such as moving together, reaching out a hand, physical (or virtual) 

touch, eye contact, transmitting and exchanging energy, moving (crying, flying, dancing, singing, laughing)  

 Here are some other suggestions: 

a. Holding the larger space- reminders of the bigger field, nature, spirit, animals, etc.; 

b. Grounding- the blessings of Earth; holding and letting be held by physical supports; 

c. Finding a handle- something to hold, the thread that is unfolding and reconnecting; 

d. Physical/ energetic connecting link- using touch, eyes, hands, words to encourage; 

e. Bridging- creating an object, entity or interaction that can allow safe passage.  
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Step #2- Restorative interactions: developing new bodily capacities  

As we have worked through our old patterns, we may feel ready and desirous of living in a new 

way. Yet we still need opportunities to learn, practice, and embody these new possibilities. It is generally 

not enough just to know about them, or even want to live them out – the body needs to more fully re-

learn and develop a new skill or capacity. We can invite and co-create playful, imaginative and deeply felt 

ways to invite these patterned places to show themselves as they truly are. And through embodying and 

inhabiting these parts, by allowing them to express and play themselves, they come more alive, and feel 

renewed. Thus, we can create interactions and dramatizations that can regain natural capacities and 

renew life energy through gaining confidence to incorporate and live from these new ways of being. This 

is one of the ways that we support and facilitate the WBF process of birthing- restoring to life. 

 Here are some suggestions: 

a. Inviting and playing out a new capacity wanting to be developed;  

b. Playing with a free flow of energy, aliveness, and natural expressiveness; 

c. Creating interactions to embody, enact and practice a new capacity; 

d. Letting the body more fully inhabit the qualities of energy and aliveness. 

Step #3: Recovering and reclaiming aspects of self and spirit  

Imbedded within our patterns are parts of our spirit, and natal life-energy that had to go 

underground or remain hidden within symptoms, reactions, parts of ourselves. We want to not only 

awaken more energy and vitality, but also begin to recover more of our full range of spirit qualities- our 

natural endowment that is natal to the new life coming into being. Thus, as places within us come alive, 

and begin to emerge into being, we want to both recover and reclaim the qualities and aspects of these 

beings that have been forgotten, lost or impaired. This is an important part of restoring- i.e. refining and 

re-gaining possession of the gifts and treasures that had been stored or buried. We now come back to 

reclaim and cherish them. 

 Here are some suggestions: 

a. Invite and welcome a new quality or inner being into the shared space; 

b. Allow this quality or being to show itself in its own way- feel its spirit and intention; 

c. Encourage taking time to fully embody and inhabit this being; 

d. Co-create a ritual or ceremony to reclaim its life and spirit. 
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Step #4: Letting something new come to life and be born 

 A final possibility in phase 3 is something very precious and deep. In the process of the deeper 

unfolding, and especially in this phase of restoring, we may uncover or discover a nascent place that has 

never been born. As we listen and attuned to each other, we want to give as much space and time as 

possible to allow this unformed place (an inner embryo) to incubate and gestate itself i.e. to form and 

emerge into what it is and needs to become. This inner process of incubation involves the capacity to 

bear with the process of birthing – and to help animate this being into his own life and spirit. It is a 

process of midwifing into life. 

 Here are some suggestions: 

a. Letting this being form and show itself- giving much space for this to incubate;  

b. Holding with care and devotion- finding ways to support the process of birthing; 

c. Bearing with- deeply felt embodied engagement to go through the pains of birth; 

d. Helping come into being- allowing this being to emerge and come alive of its own. 

 

Day 3: The culmination of Alchemical Transformation: the WB reconciles & reintegrates into Wholeness 

On this third day, we will be exploring the final phase of the AT process in wBF. Of course, we understand 

that no phase is actually “final.” The body’s life it’s an ongoing process of continual transformation. Each 

round or cycle completes one phase, thus opening new possibilities for richer, fuller ways of bodying forth 

in the world .As we embody a new, more whole sense of Self, this opens us to a new round of alchemy, 

continuing to enliven, enlighten and engender a deeper connection with spirit and life.  

 

Phase #4- Reconciling-the body transforms & integrates into wholeness 

 In the final phase of our embodied journey, we will be inviting and allowing the body to find ways 

to reconcile itself, i.e. to integrate what we has been unfolding, emerging and restoring itself. There have 

been many parts of ourselves that have lived outside of the wholeness of our bodily being- often 

seemingly at odds with other places, pulling in different directions. As we have continued to allow the 

body to unfold, more of its inner life and spirit naturally have emerged, flowed outward and been re-

incorporated into our ways of functioning and living as embodied beings. Now we are ready to bear the 

fruits of the journey- inviting and allowing the inspirited body and embodied spirit to complete itself by 

re-aligning and re-integrating into a fuller felt sense of wholeness. The alchemical trans-formation of the 
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living body is not just another form or pattern per se, but is truly embodying a fuller, higher and more 

enlightened way of being in the world. Our whole sense of Self in its bodily existence can feel different, 

incorporating the Natural Body of the child and the Transpersonal Body of the Mature Adult. This stage 

marks a qualitative shift in our bodying forth, more in alignment with our True or Natural Self, also in-

formed by the larger energy of spirit- and the qualities of heart and soul that can trans-form our ways of 

existing and relating to others. Of course, this is a lifetime’s journey, with no final destination as our 

bodily existence is always in a state of unfolding and becoming- more and more committed to the path of 

wholeness and enlightenment of being.  

 However, it is important to mark each step, each shift, as an embodied moment of 

transformation- so we can embrace this new possibility, and allow the body to receive and reverberate 

with the vibrations and energy of the new life and spirit that has unfolded and formed. We have traveled 

the pathway of the deeper unfolding- from the deep involution and immersion into our formed patterns, 

and all the pains, wounds, suffering held there to the beginning of evolution, of un-forming and re-

forming our patterns, to the emergence of new energy, new life as it comes into being. Now we are 

bringing all this together so the body can reconcile disparate aspects and thus integrate into a new and 

transformed embodiment.  

 To reconcile means to: 1. Bring together again- to find ways to reconnect with each other, and 

get to know each other; 2. Resolve or settle differences- allow for all sides find ways that they can reach 

an accord, a way of working together; 3. Re-establish a close relationship between- to help reunite in 

feelings, develop ways to harmonize, make friendly again; and 4. Reconsecrate- to embrace and sanctify 

this new accord; to make sacred, and hold with grace. 

 

Step #1: Bringing together- letting body find ways to reconnect and reconcile itself 

 As stated above, this is a movement toward completion by allowing all places in us to open to 

themselves and to all other places. This can be between two inner parts, between a place and our whole 

being, between two sides of the body, or two qualities of being. We want to give all the time and room 

needed to allow the body to reconnect and reconcile these places with each other and within the whole 

body- so a third element or aspect emerges that holds together and reconciles apparent differences.  

Here are some suggestions: 

a. Invite places to connect and get to know each other; 
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b. Let the body find ways for these places to interact- and share themselves; 

c. Play out different aspects separately with Companions- to help resolve differences; 

d. Sense a third element- a new interaction or aspect emerges to complete and unify. 

Step #2: Allowing the body to realign itself- embodying a more natural stance  

 Another possibility in this phase is to allow the body to re-align itself, to allow itself to be re-

shaped by the spirit’s movement of its “yea,” its felt sense of rightness and wholeness. Our patterns are 

carried through fixed postural /attitudinal stances and embodied positions. Now we give permission and 

opportunity for the body to re-align itself into a more right stance or position, one that embodies our 

transformed self. This new alignment also makes more space for new life-energy and spirit to flow 

through our body and express itself in the world.  

 Here are some suggestions:  

a. Give the body permission and space to move itself into a new postural stance; 

b. Allow much time to sense the energy and spirit re-shaping the body in its own way; 

c. Companions mirror  and move with Focuser’s body- to co-create this new stance; 

d. Take time to stand, walk, dance together- to inhabit the transformed body. 

 

Step #3: Re-integrating- welcoming the transformed body into its wholeness 

 A final aspect is to provide opportunity to let the body re-integrate- to show us how it feels to 

embody and live from this transformed sense of self. It is a re-integration in the sense that we are 

returning to the original, innate body of wholeness and belongingness. This Natural Body has always been 

here- but our access to it has been blocked, impaired or forgotten. So as we have worked our way 

through many layers of conditioned patterns, the doorway has been opened to restore and reunite with 

our body of wholeness. However, now, we are integrating it at a higher and deeper level, with conscious 

awareness of both the joy and responsibility of living from the soul and spirit of our body. Our heart is 

more open as we embrace the love that has guided our journey- and the spirit that animates all beings. 

Thus, re-integrating our body back into its wholeness, is actually a trans-formation across and through the 

Conditioned Body, both continuing to be called back to retrieve and recover more of our Natural Body- 

and to live forward with a deeper sense of commitment to whatever path feels right to the soul and 
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heart. The WB transformation into becoming ourselves also re-integrates and re-connects our body to 

the larger body of wholeness- the world of animals, nature, people, the planet and beyond.  

 Here are some suggestions:  

a. Invite the body to feel itself as Whole- to sense itself in the environment, the 5 spaces; 

b. Feel and inhabit the body in its wholeness- allow to welcome, embrace and sanctify; 

c. Return to Grounded Co-Presence- invite a felt sense of the whole transformed body; 

d. Let the body find a place of completion- to rest, enjoy, stretch out, relax, just Be-Here; 

e. Encircle each other- take time to celebrate, dance, sing, play, & feel moved together. 

 

Step #4:  Reentering everyday world- holding the “I can”  

As we re-enter our everyday life, it is so important to maintain awareness of the transformed body 

and new sense of Self- and to continue to practice and live from there.  Since forces in our environment 

are so powerful, it is common to feel pulled back into the old pattern.  One way is to keep sensing the I 

can, that this “I” is now capable of being Here in a new way, of interacting/behaving/experiencing itself 

more in alignment with our Natural Body and True Self. And we can always sense the body’s spirit to 

guide and assist us along our path.  
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Brief description of the elements of the WBF process: 

1. Grounded Presence- taking time to develop a felt sense of the physical body in contact with the 
environment, especially the physical support structures of feet, ground, chair (if sitting), surface 
(if lying down); anchoring in the physical space; sense of Being-Here as an embodied being;  
 

2. Wholebody Awareness- becoming more aware of the body as felt from inside as well as the body 
as moving outward- in felt connection with the environment; sensing the various currents of 
embodied information and energy that comes to awareness; sensing what the body is holding 
and carrying; inviting body/mind to empty, making space for arising of the body’s own life-force; 

 

3. Stirrings of life-energy- noticing and inviting the body to come alive in its own way; visceral signs 
of awakening, such as yawns, swaying, spontaneous movements of the physical body, gestures, 
shaking, flickering of inner felt energy and sensations, images; calming and containing of 
autonomic nervous system;  
 

4. Awareness of inner-directed movement and energy- after the body has a chance to unwind, and 
calm itself, begin to sense any particular movements or energy that starts to emerge from the 
inner source of the living body; these movements feel like they have a life of their own; welcome 
what arises and give permission for this emergence; 
 

5. Letting come something that wants attention- often these movements (or images, sensations, etc) 
begin to form into a place that wants attention, something that want to happen or show itself 
from the body’s wisdom; give much space, time and hold with curiosity and care to let come 
more of what is forming and showing itself; 

 

6. Hold both- connect new life with Grounded Presence- connect what is emerging with our WB 
awareness and with our body in GP; it is the connecting and holding of both, that provides 
continued support and safety, to this place can more fully explore itself; when something forming 
feels its contact with the larger Whole of the body and environment, it can open further, begin to 
restore its energy and spirit, and return to the Home in our WB. 

 

7. Embodied moment- continue to stay engaged with and inviting of this unfolding, until something 
feels like a shift, a transformation, something new has formed; it is at this key moment that we 
can pause and more deeply sense into this new form, letting ourselves more fully embody and 
experience what has emerged; feel the new life and spirit;  

 

8. Resting/stopping point- when complete, take time to first “come out” of the entranced process; 
invite the body to show anything more before stopping; give space for the body to do whatever it 
needs to “come back” including stretching, yawning, shaking, sounding, etc; then allow for a 
moment of “dynamic stillness” in which we return to GP, and hold all that has come during the 
WBF process.  
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Qualities of WBF from Grounded Presence: 

* Embodied- solid/ physicality 

* Grounded- anchored/ rooted 

* Flexible- loose/ relaxed 

* Open- receiving/ resonating 

* Aware- attuned/ observing  

* Consciousness of Larger Field- environment/ space/ in-between 

* Felt connection- living body to living body/ shared co-creation/ co-consciousness 

* Containment- holding/ supporting/ being-with 

Currents of information: 

* Energy- vibrational/ aliveness/ urges/ impulses 

* Sensory- inner space/ touch/ tapping 

* Imagery- pictures/ scenes 

* Kinesthetic- movement/ swaying/rocking/ rhythm  

* Proprioceptive- postural/ spatial/ gestural 

* Sounds- voices/ song 

* Story- scenario/ characters-parts-roles/ situations 

* Interactive- relational patterns/ enactments 

* Felt sensing- meaningful/ purposefulness of what is happening 

* Implying- becoming/ moving toward/ unfolding/ something starting to happen 

 * Filling in- what's missing/needed/ wanting to happen 
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Attitudes that support WBF process:  

* Making space/ taking time 

* Welcoming acceptance 

* Letting come/ allowing 

* Giving consent 

* Humility/ patience 

* Curiosity/ openness 

* Trust in body wisdom/ larger Intelligence/ deeper knowing 

* Not Knowing/ non-doing/ non imposing/ non pressuring 

* Authenticity/ genuine caring presence 

* Expressing with heartfulness- warmth/depth 

 

Four invocations that facilitate Alchemical Transformation: living connection of Self (Spirit) with Body: 

1. I am here for you; 

2. You are here for me; 

3. We are here for each other 

4. We are inseparably intertwined, now and always…. 
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         Addendum: 

      Alchemical Transformation in Wholebody Focusing: transmuting of body-patterns 

 

The inner alchemy of WBF:  

Wholebody Focusing is the experiential process of allowing the body to awaken its natal intelligence- to 

show us the way. The inner alchemy of WBF is fostered by three senses of way: 

1. Reveals the ways we already are living- the patterns, forms, structures 

of our bodily being in the word;  

2. Leads the way toward transmuting and reintegrating our patterned 

forms into a wholistic, transformed body. 

3. Guides us to entering the way (the Tao), the deep source of vitality, and 

energy, channeling the greater life-force of spirit that animates all 

beings.  

The alchemy of WBF involves all three of these ways, through inviting and waiting for the body to come 

alive, and waken to its own inner directed movements, impulses and energy. All of the incipient energies 

are welcomed, as we allow the body to move, show, express from within- without conscious effort or 

control. The alchemical process brings to awareness our Conditioned Body (and body-patterns)- which 

forms the prima materia of alchemy, the base material of matter that is our starting place. Our patterns 

are like the lead of alchemy, a dense, heavy, rather inert and darkened form. 

Through letting the body come to life, in its own way and time, we begin the journey of inner alchemy, 

inviting our patterns to show themselves just as they are. The body then also shows and brings us in 

contact with the undercurrent of energy, feelings, vibrancies that interfuse with the pattern, so that it 

can transmute into its more developed, mature and higher form, i.e. its gold. It is the interweaving of 

the Conditioned Body with our Natural Body (unconditioned energies and forces) that empowers the 

alchemical transmutation- eventuating in a transformed body, i.e. the Spirit-Body. The body knows how 

to restore and even perfect its natural state, into a higher form of being, through recovering connection 

with Spirit (love), the elixir or opus of the alchemy of WBF.  
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The Egg or Cocoon- Whole body in Grounded Presence as container 

As the body awakens its life energies, and reconnects with our natural spirit, it is crucial that we “place” all of 

these emergent energies into a safe, supportive container- and in a nurturing, protective environment. In 

alchemy, the prima materia is placed symbolically into an egg or cocoon, providing the safety, and support 

needed for it to gestate, grow, and go through its metamorphosis.  In WBF, establishing the whole body as this 

container, within which the patterns can themselves transmute is the equivalent process. Our living body in GP 

starts with the physical body, being well supported and connected with its physical environment- through feet, 

sit bones, back, etc. The living body can also be extended to include the environment, our companion, as well 

as the connection with Nature, Spirit as well as ancestral/archetypal/imaginal guides. 

As we place each content/pattern into our container, we hold it there, and let the body itself become the egg, 

the oven, the cocoon, or caldron that both holds and supports the new life coming into its own being. Our role 

then is one of a mid-wife, providing the support, encouragement, permission, and active participation needed 

to the host (mother), i.e. the living body, allowing the patterns to incubate, and transmute in our body’s iinner 

womb. We create and hold just the right environment for the alchemical transformation to unfold, both as an 

inner growth as well as through outer expression. The body’s shifting of postures, movements, and felt 

qualities of energy are all ways that we sense something new being born, letting it have space, freedom and 

loving care to it comes into its own life. The flow of spirit through the body is the primary ‘medicine’ of healing 

and the elixir of the transmutation. The trans-formed body includes all of our life energies now interwoven 

into a renewed form, its gold… 

3 centers of awareness- holding in the Hara (soma-womb) 

In the WBF alchemical process, the whole body is the egg or cocoon, that supports and allows the new life to  

gestate and come into being, to be birthed. Within the egg of our whole body, our WB Awareness is essential. 

The body cannot show us the way (as outlined above) without our being aware of what it is showing, and how 

we can harness what it may be indicating, revealing, and leading us toward. Thus, developing and refining our 

capacity for WB Awareness becomes the guardian of the alchemy as well as its facilitator. We can delineate 3 

primary centers of awareness within the container of the whole body. These are not centers or points of 

energy (as in chakras, although there are correspondences)- but rather are centers of awareness ,i.e. how and 

where we hold what is emerging in our awareness or consciousness. These are: 
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1. Head- our usual awareness is lodged in the head (upper) area, the center of 

thinking, analyzing, conceptualizing, verbalizing, planning, controlling etc. In 

WBF, we would like the head (our conscious mind) to become more empty, 

to be open to receive what comes from the body, rather than lead or direct. 

It can then become illuminated by the body’s unfolding and emerging new 

life, something that the mind can then find meaningful and significant. It is 

our center of understanding.  

 

2. Heart- located in the middle area of our chest and torso, this is the center in 

which we hold what comes with feeling, compassion, caring, loving. This is 

the main center of Focusing, holding what emerges with empathic care and 

loving attention. We also can transmute patterns into their feeling aspects, 

becoming aware of their felt qualities, moods, sentiments, etc. To hold with 

heart also opens the relational pathway of sharing the body’s life with others 

 

3. Hara- this third center is located in the lower region of the body, starting 

from the area right below the navel. It is literally the center of the body, 

aligning our vertical and horizontal axes, enabling us to hold what emerges 

in a more balanced and centered way. The Hara has been called the soul 

center, as it functions like a psychic-somatic womb, holding awareness of 

and connection with the new life striving to come into being. We lover the 

body’s center of gravity, just like a pregnant mother, to more easily hold and 

support the embryo that is coming alive.  
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As we see in the diagram, the circle represents our whole body, with the line representing the 

downward direction of these 3 centers of awareness. It is when the head, heart and hara are all in this 

type of alignment that the transmutation of patterns- and the new life can grow. It is crucial that we 

spend much time moving awareness downward and inward,, dwelling in the lower regions, both as a 

holding as wells as representing the darker and deeper forces that must be included in the whole 

body transformation. The interweaving of all of our life energies, as well as infusing of energy and 

spirit from environment, others, spirit- into and through our psychic umbilical cord. This provides the 

needed nourishment, encouragement and energies necessary for the often painful and prolonged 

gestation period. The lead that was our primary matter, softens, loosens, opens into latent energies 

into this womb, thus initiating and enabling its own metamorphosis into the gold of new life. 
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Facilitating the body’s deeper unfolding 

Now the stage is set to invite, await and welcome the body’s deeper and continued unfolding on its 

alchemical journey of transformation- and birthing. The following are three interrelated stages or 

aspects of this unfolding, and transmuting of our body-patterns: dissolving, separating, awakening each 

one, releasing and coagulating, i.e. re-aligning and re-integrating into a new whole transformed body.  

Threshold of Alchemical Transformation- dwelling at the edge 

In all transformative journeys, there are always points at which we become stuck, blocked, confused, at 

a loss of how to proceed, what to do, where to go. As Wendell Berry stated, it is here that “the real work 

begins.” It is by staying engaged at this edge of “not-knowing,” and “not-doing” anything to fix, correct, 

by-pass or suppress that the true depth of the WBF alchemy begins to take shape. This threshold, the 

liminal space of being in-between two or more ways of being, are when our patterns are in process of 

dis-solving. This aspect is essential for the metamorphosis and transmutation into the new shape or 

form of our body’s more complete, whole and integrated way can happen.  

Here are some aspects of this stage: 

1. Coming to the edge not knowing in between: 

Make room for more to come 

Let body show more- enter deeply into the pattern 

Separate into at least two forces/places/parts 

Let each express/show themselves in their own ways 

 

2. Going down into the Conditioned Body and its patterns:     

Connecting with dark forces, shadow elements, primal energies; 

Feeling the undercurrents of feelings, sensations, impulses;        

Sensing the deeper roots of patterns- family/ancestral wounds, 

Conditioning, traumas, as well its wisdom and help from spirits 

3. Holding the pattern staying at the edge                                         

Allow/invite each place or part to show themselves and express    

Hold both the whole body in GP and emerging New Life           

Waiting for more to come               

Give all the time and room to let the body unfold itself 
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4. Letting ourselves dwell at the body’s edge:          

immerse awareness in these deeper regions;                                    

enter the crucible- the vital, intense feelings and forces buried there 

invite & allow these energies to build up, to grow in intensity  

 

5. Create the container- the egg or cocoon- let come to life/emerge 

brooding= sitting with/on the egg; creating environment to incubate  

allowing the elixir of life- the spirit- to interfuse with the embryo    

expressing pains of birth- releasing old pains/wounds that emerge     

releasing deeper energies of the Natural Body into the egg 

6. Alchemical body shifts: body’s alchemical transformations                                                                       

Shifts come from within the body’s own life force and energy         

Let body find ways to reconnect                                                             

Let each Place have a space                                                                

Invite something more to enter- the elixir of life that transforms 

Body realigns and begin transmuting into a new form       

Intertwining of spirit toward transforming the body         

Interweaving of Life Energies into a higher and more evolved body                          

7. Birthing: new embodied being coming into life                                     

Mid-wife the ‘host’ and the new being- support both to bring to life  

Sensing the body transforming the old pattern – metamorphosis  

Feeling the new entity growing- forming itself in the body’s womb    

Keep holding until ready to be born and emerge                                

invite to open outward into the world- feel the transformed self      

8. Welcoming/celebrating the new life                                             

Receive this rejuvenated self and restored spirit into the new body  

Hold the new being with tender, loving care and joy 

Let express itself in its own new ways- first steps of its new life 

Celebrate the whole journey- of being led (lead) into its gold. 
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	People say that what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that’s what we’re really seeking. I think that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive, [to] have resonances with our own innermost being… so that we actually feel ...
	He it is, the innermost one, who awakens my being with his deep hidden touches.

